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FROM THE EDITOR 

This is my last issue. When I put on the last mailing 

label, sorted the last dozen journals according to ZIP code, and 

lugged the last tray of banded and color coded journals into the 

Post office, I was done, finished, retired. 

By mid-summer, however, I'll probably begin to miss the 

activities associated with editing the journal. I'll miss the 

large envelopes with manuscripts in them, miss discussing 

various manuscripts with my readers, miss the camaraderie of 

MCTE Advisory Board Meetings, even miss the long quiet drives 

from Duluth to Minneapolis for the meetings. Most of all, I'll 

miss you, the readers and authors of Minnesota English Journal • 

Without you, there would be no journal and no reason for a 

journal. 

We .have a fine journal, one that is recognized among the 

several best State journals in the country. Our list of 

3ubscribers grows annually; along with it the number of 

submissions increases each year. I encourage teachers, 

librarians, and others knowledgeable about English to continue 

to send us tae results of your study and your research. 

Your new Editor, Richard Dillman, Professor of English at 

Saint Cloud State University, brings to the journal expertise, 

experience, and a fresh viewpoint. He returns to Saint Cloud 

after a year as rhetorician-in-residence at a University in 

Washington State, I wish him well and assure him of your 

support. 

All that is left is for me to say: Goodbye MEJ. And Hello 

to life after. 

Eleanor M. Hoffman 

Passing Editor, MEJ 
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LETTER FROM THE ELEMENTARY SECTION 

To: Readers of the MCTE JOURNAL 

From: Rosemary Roehl, St. Cloud State University 

Re: 

Carol Kelley, Congdon Park Elementary School, Duluth 

(Co-Chairpersons, Elementary Section) 

Increasing the number of articles written by elementary 

and secondary teachers for the MCTE JOURNAL 

Elementary and secondary teachers have observed and won

dered why almost all of the recent journal articles have been 

written by post secondary teachers. The one and only reason is 

that they have been the only p~ople submitting articles for 

publication. It could be that they have been more eager to 

write because of the pressure to do so. One of the teaching 

pressures which elementary and secondary teachers have been 

spared is that of publishing or perishing. 

A way to have more articles published by K-12 teachers 

might be for them to co-author articles with college and uni

versity teachers. Many K-12 teachers are enrolled in graduate 

classes ·or are supervising college students in their classrooms 

and therefore have frequent contact with college and university 

teachers. Maybe post secondary teachers could take the initia

ive by offering to co-author articles with elementary and sec

ondary teachers about teaching English to K-12 students. 
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THE FREEDOM TO LEARN -

by Rebecca Rapport 

The freedom to learn is a right guaranteed by the 

Constitution of the United States, a most precious right which 

must be nurtured and defended. Because this is a nation of 

people from many nations with diverse beliefs and also because 

this is a nation founded on the notion that "all men are created 

equal", a broad range of ideas and materials must be ·provided to 

ensure the right of all individuals in the society to learn. 

Students have the right to learn in an atmosphere of free 

inquiry where they are encouraged to make independent judgments. 

If students have the right to learn, then teachers have 

the right to teach using books and other materials chosen for 

educationally sound reasons, even if the materials chosen may be 

controversial. However, certain responsibilities come with the 

freedom to teach. Teachers must present both sides of contro

versial issues, must provide students with opportunities to 

develop critical thinking skills and must select those materials 

which best meet the needs of the students and of the curriculum. 

To teach only what one feels is safe from censorship attacks, to 

select only those books or materials one hopes will not cause 

controversy are acts which hinder the cause of academic freedom 

and diminish students' rights. After selecting materials, tea

chers must be willing to discuss educational decisions with 

parents or other individuals who have the right to voice their 

concerns. Teachers must be able to reasonably explain why par

ticular materials were selected. A selection and review policy 

outlining grievance procedures should be established in each 

school district and made available to the public. 

The current trend of the few vocal censors representing a 

small minority of citizens trying and sometimes succeeding to . 

usurp the freedom of all students to learn must be reversed. 

Teachers must become boldly eloquent in their defense of mater

ials selection and the freedom to learn of the students in their 

classrooms. Anything less compromises the freedoms of all in

volved in the educational process. These are challenging times 
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for edur.ators but exciting times as well. The freedom to learn 

is a right worth protecting. 

********************************************************** 
* * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

MEJ CALL FOR PAPERS * 
* 

Fall 1985 - The Writing Process--Classroom Approaches* 

Essays should focus on ways that process 
approaches to using or teaching writing 
(expository or creative) can be adapted 
to the realities of the classroom and the 
poiitics of teaching. We also welcome 
more theoretical articles on the writing 
process. Manuscripts due: 

September 1, 1985 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

* Winter-Spring 1986 - Minnesota Authors 
* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

We encourage articles on Minnesota nov
elists, poets, dramatists, historians, 
naturalists, and authors of chilren's 
literature. Bibliographies and articles 
sought. Manuscripts due: 

December 1, 1985 

* Please observe editorial policy found on the inside * 
* back cover. Send manuscripts to: * 
* * * 
* 
* 
* 
* 

Richard Dillman 
English Department 
St. Cloud State University 
St. Cloud, MN 56301 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

********************************************************** 
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IS ANYONE OUT THERE LISTENING? 

by Ann Hassenpflug 

Some Americans have begun to breathe a sigh of relief 

that George Orwell's depiction of 1984 is more fantasy than 

fact. They think that Big Brother was just the product of an 

active imagination and has no relationship to our contemporary 

world. These complacent citizens should spend the day listening 

to a typical American high school's intercom announcements and 

then decide if they still believe Orwell's prophecies have no 

connection with today's reality. 

Just listen ••. 

7~50 A.M. -Would you please stand for the pledge to the flag? 

Now, we would like to congratulate the swim team for 

their fine performance in yesterday's district 

match. We didn't have any winners, but nobody 

drowned either. 

Would all students who want to have their pictures 

made for the yearbook please go to the auditorium 

today at the time marked on their tickets. There 

will be no further announcements about this. 

A brown purse was lost in locker #3118. Would any

one who has seen this purse please notify the 

office? 

All teachers need to turn in monthly attendance 

sheets immediately. This is the third and final 

announcement. If you do not get those sheets in .by 

8: 10 we will have to call your names out over the 

loudspeaker. 

Don't forget that all this week except Thursday the 

Preppie Club will be selling alligator cookies. 

Students, we want you to be on your best behavior on 

Thursday when the team from the central office comes 

to evaluate our lunch program. Please, don't throw 

food or trash on the floor that day and remember to 

put your trays back. 

We hope you will have a good day and a productive 
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one as well. 

8:05 A.M. -Everyone should be in class. 

8:15 A.M. -The following teachers still have not brought their 

attendance sheets to the office: Mrs. A, Mrs. B, 

. Ms. C, Mr. X, and Coach Z. 

·8:20 A.M. -Sorry to interrupt again so soon but we still need 

the attendance sheet from Coach Z. 

8:30 A.M. -Would the following students please come to my 

office: Jerry M., Keith R., Reginald P., Denise B., 

and Anthony F. 

8:32 A.M. -Would the following students please come to my 

office: James Q., Debra C., Mike G., and ANTHONY 

,F. I 

8:36 A.M. -Would the following students please come to my 

office: .ANTHONY F. and Bill T. and Yol. .• Wait a 

minute; I can hardly read this writing. Teachers, 

when you send in discipline referrals, make sure 

they are legible. I think it's, um, Yol .•• anda S. 

8:45 A.M. -Would the teacher having Anthony F. in class this 

hour, direct him to the office. · We have some po .•. 

um, people waiting for him. 

9:06 A.M. -Coach L., You have a call in the office. 

9:15 A.M. -Would th~aintenance man from the central office 

please meet his crew in the gym. They are looking 

for you. 

9:30 A.M. -Would the car blocking the soft drink delivery truck 

please move. 

9:35 A.M. -That's a blue sports car licensed I-TEACH that's 

blocking the delivery truck. The driver of that car 

needs to move it right now. 

9:45 A.M. -Would the following students going on the field trip 

to the zoo please go to board the bus now. That's 

Andrea N., Matthew S., Theresa M., Jane K., Lionel 

H., Louise P •.•••. Teachers, a list of those names 

was placed in your mailboxes. 

9:55 A.M. -Would the teacher using projector #A31 from the 
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library, please check with the library right away. 

It may be defective. 

10:10 A.M. -Sorry to interrupt, teachers, but this announcement 

is very important. Would you check your room phones 

right away? One of them seems to be off the hook 
somewhere. 

10:20 A.M. -There is a small beagle wandering the hallways. If 

you find this animal will you please bring him to 

the office or put him outside. 

10:25 A.M. -Would the custodian take a mop and go immediately to 

the north stairwell. The dog has been located. 

10:45 A.M. -Students, we have a very fine lunch available for 

purchase today. The lunchroom has prepared roast 

turkey and stuffing, candied yams, green beans, 

homemade biscuits, ·and peach cobbler. We hope 

everyone will want to partake of this very nice meal 

which our lunchroom ladies have cooked today. 

10:55 A.M. -We want to remind students to put their trays away 

when they are done eating. There have been entirely 

too many dirty trays left on tables. I'll be watch

ing for offenders today and assigning detention 

hall. 

11:15 A.M. -It is now time for the students with last names 

beginning with M to go to the auditorium for their 

photos. 

11:19 A.M. -Sorry, teachers, but that's students with last 
names with N who are supposed to go to the auditor

ium now. 

11:35 A.M. -Now students, we have had some very bad behavior in 

the lunchroom today during first lunch. We will not 

tolerate this sort of immature behavior in our 

school. We don't want anything like this happening 

again. 

11:45 A.M. -Security guards, go to the rear entrance. That's 

the rear entrance by the back parking lot; not the 

rear entrance by the pool. 
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12:07 P.M. -Teachers, before you get started with your afternoon 

classes, let me just remind you to see my secretary 
before you leave today and tell her which fringe 

benefit you've selected for this school year, That 

has to go out tomorrow morning, We have had that 

sheet on the counter for a week, but some of you 

still haven't signed it. 

12:15 P.M. -Would Mike G. please come to the office? 

12:30 P.M. -If anyone has a wornout American flag in their room, 

the V.F.W. representative is here now to give you a 

replacement. Send a student down now for yours if 

you need one. 

12:40 P.M. -If there is anyone who still needs a flag, would you 

send someone down right away as the representative 

has to visit other schools this afternoon, 

12:41 P.M. -Please excuse this announcement. Would the person 

who borrowed the vice-principal's master key, please 

return it. 

12:45 P.M. -Folks, sorry to interrupt again, but we do need that 

key. 

12:48 P.M. -Would the custodian go unlock room 147. 

12:50 P.M. -Please disregard the three previous announcements, 
we found the key. 

12:59 P.M. -If Coach Z. is in the building, would you come to 

the office, You have a long distance phone call. 

1:15 P.M. -Can I have your attention for the afternoon 

announcements? (Cough, cough, deep breath) The stu

dent council members are to meet in Ms. C's room 

before school tomorrow. 

Teachers, it is imperative that I have a brief fac

ulty meeting today at 2:30. I promise to keep it 

short, but I do have some important announcements 

you meed to be aware of. 

The ~heerleaders will be selling school bullhorns 

to yiell at this Friday's game. Buy yours at lunch 

this week. 
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If any student has not turned in his leftover deter

gent that he or she didn't sell, please turn it into 

the counselors. 

Any students who are interested in joining the chess 

team should sign up with Mr. R. in room 267. 

Ah, teachers, since that was the bell and we still 

have a few more announcements, I'll continue at the 

start of sixth period. 

1:30 P.M. -Teachers, sorry for that delay, but we had emergency 

situation develop in the office and I couldn't get 

back to the announcements as I promised. But every

thing is O.K. now, and we'll finish these posthaste. 

The U.S. Association for Quality Education is spon

soring a student essay contest about how concentra

ion is important to the successful student. Contest 

rules are posted in the office. 

All football players are expected to be present at 

the meeting this afternoon in the gym. 

Due to an oversight, when we announced the perfect 

attendance awards for the month, Lisa A. was left 

off the list. So we want to recognize her for this 

achievement. 

This is the final reminder to all teachers that the 

library is discarding pre-1981 magazines. You have 

until 2:00 P.M. today to collect these. 

Would all classified personnel see me before you 

leave today? Also, I need to see Miss D. 

1:35 P.M. -Teachers, one additional announcement, Lisa A.'s 

name was left off yesterday's announcements of 

students who had perfect attendance for last .. What? 

•.•• Oh, sorry, teachers, I already read that. 

1:45 P.M. -Any students who have not had their picture taken 

for the yearbook should now come to the auditorium. 

1:55 P.M. -Mr. G's fieldtrip to the zoo is now returning. 

Those students should be in their sixth period class 

within the next five minutes. Teachers, please 
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admit them without a pass. 

1:56 P.M. -Teachers, we are having too many students out in the 

hallways. Please make sure that any other students 

going to have their pictures taken show you their 
tickets first. 

2:01 P.M. -All football players should now be at the meeting in 

the gym. 

2:10 P.M. -All teachers on the street side of the building, 

please remember to pull your shades down to the 

first window pane. We don't want any more com

plaints from our neighbors about how tacky it looks 

when all the shades are at different heights. 

2:19 P.M. -One final announcement. Students, this is very 

important and I want you to listen carefully. Bus 
314 will replace bus 329 today. That's 314 

replacing 329. It will be parked in the same space 

where 329 usually is but won't be today. 

2:25 P.M. -Before the bell rings, let me remind faculty members 

that there will be a brief faculty meeting at 2:30 

in the large cafeteria. No, make that the library. 

The custodians are not finished with the cafeteria 

yet. 

2:29 P.M. -Folks, I'm. sorry to have to tell you this, but the 

centra.l office just called to say the repair crew 

will be out tomorrow to overhaul the intercom sys

tem. I'm not sure how we'll be able to function 

without it. This critical situation should only 

last a day, though, and after that we'll be back to 

normal just like today. 

MERIDEL LESUEUR RECONSIDERED 

by David R. Pichaska 

Meridel Lesueur is not exactly a household name--even 

among the literate--in Chicago, Illinois or Milwaukee, Wiscon

sin, any more than Harry Mark Petrakis and August Derleth are 

widely known in Minnesota. So I came from Illinois to South

west State three years ago enthusiastic about Petrakis, vaguely 

familiar--thanks to some Wisconsin friends--with Derleth, and 

entirely innocent of the work of Meridel LeSueur. For which I 

do not apologize: Americans as a whole and Midwesterners in 

particular seem unforgivably regional when it comes to written 

culture ••• unless, of course, the region happens to be 

Manhattan, Los Angeles, or Boston, in which case the regional is 

no longer regional. But that is, as they say, another story. 

That first fall at Southwest I used as a freshman compo

sition textbook Chester Anderson's Growing Up in Minnesota, a 

collection of reminiscences by various Minnesota writers about 

their experiences as children of the North Country. Some of the 

names I recognized--Robert Bly, Harrison Salisbury--but the most 

impressive essay in the book was by a writer I had never heard 

of: Meridel LeSueur. (It was '.'The Ancient People and the Newly 

Come" for those of you who do not know the book.) What a 

remarkable piece of writing, I thought, and I thought the same 

thing some months later when, while driving to Chicago for some 

such or another, I heard that same Meridel LeSueur talking with 

Studs Terkel on his radio program and reading the opening of 

that same essay: "Born out of the caul of winter in the north, 

in the swing and circle of the horizon, I am rocked in the 

ancient land. As a child I first read the scriptures written on 

the scroll of frozen moisture by wolf and rabbit, by the ancient 

people and the newly come •••• II 

Over the ensuing two years I read, unsystematically, more 
of LeSueur's essays and stories, and occasionally I read about 

her: "One of the very few revolutionary writers who combine a 

powerful realism and a deep sense of beauty" (Nelson Algren). 

"She is a witness with a genius for moving and highly 
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implacative testimony" (Carl Sandburg). "Early stories showed 

considerable promise, but later work flawed by political and 

social considerations" (an encyclopedia of American writers, the 

name of which I have forgotten). 

This paper is, then, a coming to terms with the life's 

work of an important American writer--not in any definitive 

sense, but with some degree of candor and judiciousness--by one 

of the "newly come," one, certainly, with his own prejudices and 

enthusiasms, but an outsider without vested interests: not a 

Minnesotan (not even, by birth, a Midwesterner); not a socialist 

or a communist, or even an ex-socialist or ex-communist; not a 

feminist. And thus my title: Meridel LeSueur Reconsidered. 

Born at the turn of the century, Lesueur has written 

steadily for most of her 84 years and produced a considerable

and varied--mass of material: probably six dozen stories of one 

sort or another, collected now in five different books;l one 

major published novel and several unpublished novels and novels

in-progress; a wealth of essays; seven children's books, both 

fiction and non-fiction; a collection of poems; one brief hand

book on writing titled Worker Writers; a brief biography of her 

parents titled Crusaders; and a long and fascinating history of 

Minnesota (and the despoiling of Minnesota prairie, forests, 

animals and people by the great robber barons)--more a verbal 

collage, really--titled North Star Country . With the usual 

apologies for overschematization, we may divide her career into 

the following periods: the early twenties, when LeSueur--fresh 

from a progressive school in Chicago and the American Academy of 

Dramatic Art in N.Y.C.--was living in California, working as an 

extra and a ·stunt woman in Hollywood pictures and writing as a 

reviewer/reporter for various California papers, including the 

Daily Worker; the late twenties a:nd early thirties, when LeSue,·-.:· 

had returned to the Midwest to raise her two daughters, help her 

family in the struggle to find food and shelter, and write ar

ticles for Woman's Home Companion and stories for the Dial and 

poems for Poetry magazine; the middle thirties to middle for

ties, when LeSueur was developing a full political and social 
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consciousness, 2 participating in and writing about the strikes, 

hvnger marches, government programs and lack of programs that 

marked the Depression (Meridel read a paper on "Proletarian 

Literature in the Middle West" at the first American Writers 

Conference in 1935); the late forties and fifties, when LeSueur 

found her career dead-ended, her publications limited to chil

dren's books and essays for what remained of the organs of the 

old left; the sixties, when she seems to have published little, 

although she participated fully and openly in the new social and 

political activism; and the seventies and eighties, when her 

voice was strongest on feminist issues, the environment, and the 

American Indian, and when she found new audiences, if not the 

major publishers she deserves. 3 

Again with allowances for oversimplification, LeSueur's 

art has undergone very noticeable transformations during her 

lifetime. The early stories are formalistically conservative, 

Joycean in their reliance on a moment of epiphany coupled with 

an understated or nearly dropped conclusion, Lawrentian (as in 

D.H.) in their use (sometimes heavily, almost too nakedly, as in 

a bad O'Neill play) of symbol and myth. Her work of the '30s 

and '40s is more socially and politically oriented--LeSueur saw 

herself as a consciously proletarian writer 4--more didactic and 

factual, more annecdotal, along the lines of Sherwood Anderson 

or Carl Sandburg of The Peo ple Yes. "Reportage" was the name 

coined by radical leftist writers to describe this work, some

thing between newspaper story and narrative, something not un

like the "new journalism" of the 1970s. 5 Between 1943 and 1955 

she wrote history, biography, and commercial fiction: five of 

her seven children's books, North Star Country , the biography of 

her parents. With the 1970s came the most conscientiously fem

inist pieces, poetry, and the great multi-layered writing of 

"The Ancient People and the Newly Come." There was Meridel the 

crafter of fiction, Meridel the worker writer, Meridel the pro

fessional/commercial writer-, and Meridel the seer. 

Again with allowances for over-simplification, we may say 

that LeSueur has been several times considered and reconsidered 
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r 
when she refused to allow her nose to be broken and reset as 

part of her grooming for stardom. She was discovered--claimed, 

although uneasily, and not without reservation and even chas
tisement6--by the Communist Party. She was discovered by Knopf, 

and then dropped when her last children's .book--The River Road: 

A Story of Abraham Lincoln, 1954--was reviewed in the Milwaukee 

Sentinel under the headline "Red Party Line is Catch Line in New 

Abe Lincoln Book." She has been most recently considered--al-
/ 

though again claimed uneasily, not without reservation7--by fem-

inists, ecologists, and promoters of a regional consciousness. 

Ultimately LeSueur transcends all her discoverers. A reading of 

most of her published work suggests that she is a major American 

writer, limited as all writers are by geography and personal 
experience, who, precisely because she writes directly out of 
her own midwestern, socialist, female experience, endures as a 

source of true and honest testimony.' She is a teller of tales 

that are true, and, to paraphrase James Baldwin again, a good 

woman and a good writer. 

LeSueur's first published short story "Persephone" (the 

Dial, 1927) was a modern version of the old Demeter/Persephone 

legend, so heavy with myth and symbol as to transverse the line 

between realism and mythology: 

the land still lay beneath the 

fields, and standing before us 

"One evening late in summer, as 

drought, my brother came from the 

with the heat of the day on his 
face he said, 'I saw Freda's daughter walking towards her moth

er's.' That night the country people thought it strange that 

the first rains fell, plunging ceaselessly into the earth . 118 

Several features of the story are significant: its use of the 

Demeter/Persephone myth, to which LeSueur often returned; its 

Lawrentian sexual symbolism (the men are associated repeatedly 

with bulls and cattle, Freda with the odor of earth and with 

wheat); the identification of death and Hades with "the city 

glittering on the plain"; and LeSueur's use of a technique she 

would employ repeatedly in subsequent stories: the juxtaposi
tion of two characters, one initiated, one understanding, the 

other naive, one a good example, the other not a goocf example, 
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one upper or middle class (bad) the other working class (good), 

Other early stories ("Spring Story," "Wind" and "Harvest" 

and "Annunciation") contain similar symbolism, perhaps too ex

plicit but never clumsy, In "Spring Story," for example, an 

adolescent girl awakens on Easter morning to the air blowing 

"cold, but with a strange fertile promise" through the white

lawn curtains of her bedroom window, She rises, looks outside 

to "the great elm rising from the back yard," and to her uncle 

coming out of the cellar "as if from the earth itself," with a 

shovel and rake to "uncover these canna bulbs so they'll get a 

sniff of this air and some warmth in them," In "Annunciation," 

based on notes LeSueur took during her own first pregnancy and 

dedicated to her daughter Rachel, a pregnant woman projects upon 

the pear tree in the yard outside her flat the life and the feel

ings she senses growing within herself: "I know the slow time 

of making, The pear tree knows." 

The theme of these early stories is consistently the 

female discovery of her own sexuality. 9 In "Persephone," of 

course, sex destroys--or at least incapacitates for half the 

year--the daughter of Freda, Young Eunice iil "Spring Story" 

similarly senses something threatening, but her anxiety is 

mitigated by a sense of Easter rebirth, spring, the bulbs, her 

realization that "to be a woman was to be broken by an obscure 

defeat and mysteriously mellowed." LeSueur's attitude is not 

unlike that of James Baldwin, another major American writer 

whose works grew very directly out of his own experience, who 

wrote, "any writer ••• finds that the things which hurt him 

and the things which helped him cannot be divorced from each 

other. 111O In other stories the women are positively sustained 

by their children--babies or yet to be born--against the abuse 

or callousness of their husbands and other uninitiated or insen

sitive women, "It isn't the time to have a child," urges Karl 

in "Annunciation"; 11 "Get rid of it." "I hear you're going to 

have a child," says one of the women boarders; "It's too bad." 

"Was she once alive too?" the narrator asks herself. Con

versely, it is the refusal of sexual intimacy which, we are 
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·given to understand, warped Miss Shelley of the story "Fudge" 
into a Faulkner/Anderson grotesque: "And I said no. Loving him 
like I did, girls, I said no because I didn't want such a love 

sullied." 

The theme continued into later LeSueur stories. In 1926 

she published a story titled "The Girl, 111 3 in which a quintes

sentially old maid--and very properly middle class--school 

teacher en route to a San Francisco vacation confronts as if for 

the first time, and much to her inner confusion, her own sexual

ity , first in the Tehachapi Mountains through which she is driv

ing ("fold upon fold of earth flesh lying clear to the horizon") 

and then in a young male hitchhiker ("she could feel the heat 

come from him and envelop her like a fire .•• "). The school 

teacher declines his invitation, deciding "she would never 

change, pure and inviolate forever; and she began to cry." The 

story, like other early Lesueur stories, reaches a point of epi

phany and trails off into the dropped ending, understated and 

delicate. 

As LeSueur worked her way through the 1930's, however, 

she developed style rather different from that which she had 

used earlier (and continued to use, as in "The Girl," into the 

thirties). It was a reporter's style, lean and to the point, 

full of apparently surface detail (which LeSueur, like all true 

writers, used as an emblem for subsurface character). The 

explicitly symbolic pear trees, bulls, winds, and mountains of 

"great earth woman, basking yellow and plump in the sun, her 

cliffs, her joints gleaming yellow rock, her ribs, her sides 

warm and full" diminished, and the nearly allegorical plots with 

them, and the Joycean delicacy and understatement. In her 

reportage pieces and in much of her fiction--"Farewell," "To

night Is Part of the Struggle," "The Dead in Steel," "Biography 

of My Daughter," "To Hell with You, Mr. Blue!"--LeSueur told 
tales she heard told, tales copied into her numerous notebooks 

during the hard times to transform into articles for New Masses 

or into proletarian fiction. She told the stories as they would 

have been told to her by the workers themselves, plainly and 
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matter of factly. As LeSueur moved out of herself and into the 

small victories and big defeats of the people, mostly women, 

around her, she moved into their voice as well. She advised 

readers of her manual Worker Writers, "America is finding out 

that the most vital song, poetry, and literature, has long been 

produced by the worker building railroads over vast empires, 

hewing trees, plowing the prairie, planting the wheat. You can 

talk, can't you? You can tell a story." Holding up a handful 

of models--Jack Conroy, Nelson Algren, James Farrell, Grace 

Lumpkin--she noted, "These are for the most part workers, not 

highly educated, writing straight from the experience of their 

lives for other workers to understand. 1114 

In the afterword appended to her novel The Girl, Lesueur 

recalled, "The family of the Girl is the family of Gladys who 

wrote it all out of her agony and there was enough for a book. 

Where is it now? The getting and birthing of the child is the 

story of Natalie, who has been for thirty years or more in an 

asylum and is still alive. She also has a story for a book. 

Butch's death soliloquy a girl wrote down from remembering leav

ing her lover like that after a bootleg shootout. The bank rob

bery was reported by the girl who drove the car. Belle and 

Hoinck--and these were their names--ran a German Village on St. 

Peter Street. I never could get Belle to tell me her terrible 

story entirely. She was ashamed. 11 15 

These stories and reportages are compelling in a way that 

LeSueur's previous stories were not : they grip with the inten

sity of real people in real trouble--not an awakening or a shall

I/shall-I-not sexuality, but life and death struggles for jobs, 

food, family, babies, community, one last shred of dignity, 

against the greedy, the powerful, the government, and, most of 

all, the impersonal forces which made the depression the depres

sion. The prose is stripped, and instead of moments we get 

whole lives, terribly compressed, pathetically small. "Listen, 

the biography of Rhoda is not very long," she began "Biography 

of My Daughter"; "She was twenty-three when she died without 

knowing a lover and really only seven spring seasons, counting 
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from when she was sixteen and wore a viole [sic] dress when she 

graduated from high school. 11 16 The dialog is more urban and

more working class. It strikes me, without being too scientific 
about things, as more in the American idiom. 

There are two defects in many of these stories and report
ages, and perhaps they are LeSueur's strengths turned inside 

out. First, many seem formulaic, in that whatever ails you-

from lack of work and food to loss of dignity and dreams--is 

cured, will be cured, could be cured by communal action along 

the lines urged by The Party or The Workers Alliance. Sometimes 

poverty seems almost blessed, suffering almost a joy precisely 

because it affords even necessitates such comradeship. A second 

defect is related to the first: a didacticism which too often 

makes the story sound like an excuse for a speech, which itself 
sounds formulaic, canned: 

The speaker was saying then, " ••• so Monday you must 

all be down to march to the capital to demand secu

rity for the workers. Bring your children •••• " 

She and Jock looked at each other. They had some

thing to do now for Monday. She felt close packed 

with the others, as if they were all running forward 

together.I 7 

The most successful of LeSueur's reportages avoid the formulas 

and rhetoric; "Women on the Breadlines," for example, ends with 

"It's not the suffering, not birth, death, love that the young 
reject, but the suffering of endless labor without dream, eating 

the spare bread in bitterness, a slave without the security of a 

slave." 18 

Out of this period also came LeSueur's greatest work, her 

novel The Girl, written before 1940 but not published until 

1978.19 It is a simple and familiar story: the Girl comes to 

St. Paul from a small farming community, warned by her mother 

against the vices of the city. She finds work in a speakeasy 

called the German Village, falls for a young hustler named 

Butch, becomes entangled with him and other unsavory males in a 
variety of operations culminating in a bank robbery, gets 

18 

pregnant, watches Butch die in a shack in Iowa where she has 

driven him after he's wounded in the bank heist, gives birth to 

her baby on the floor of an abandoned warehouse-turned-female

commune just after a major Workers Alliance demonstration, just 

after her best friend--Clara, the prostitute who had thirteen 

abortions in her life--has died. The baby, of course, becomes 

the focus of hope for the future, and in a final line reminis

cent of Grapes of Wrath, the Girl looks down at her newborn 

child: "O girl, I said down to her, giving her my full breast 

of milk." Commenting on the novel, LeSueur said, "We as women 

contained the real and only seed, and were the granary of the 

people. •'20 

The Girl is remarkable for its stark depiction of the 

harsh realities of urban depression life, of prostitution and 

incarceration and the threat of sterilization and electric shock 

treatment, of the brutalization of women by men, the state, em

ployers, bureaucrats, the cormorant times. It is certainly as 

powerful as Farrell's Studs Lonigan books, with which it invites 

comparison as a female counterpart. Although Amalia--who repre

sents the Workers Alliance--preaches slightly at the novel's 

close, and the end of The Girl--like the end of Grapes of Wrath-

represents a carrion comfort, the novel has few defects, many 

virtues. It is worth noting that in The Girl, as in all of her 

stories of this period, LeSueur continued to insist on the essen

tial goodness of sex. It is still the only readily available 

pleasure, and children--the product of sex properly used--the 

only real salvation. "His body had been good to me," the Girl 

remembers, despite the fact that Butch was a patent crumb; "It 

seemed like there was everything else bad, and our bodies good 

and sweet to us. 11 21 When Clara, who has turned her body into a 

money-making machine, objects that sex just fills women with 

poison and filth, Amalia responds: "It isn't the man. A man is 

a mighty fine thing, there is nothing better than a man. It's 

the way we have to live that makes us sink to the bottom and 

rot. n22 

In 1940 LeSueur reached a peak: Salute To Spring was 
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published, her work was widely read, her name was widely recog

nized. It was a crest before a trough. She continued to pub

lish, and widely, during the 1940s: reportage, stories, moving 

pieces, and in good magazines like Prarie Schooner and The 

Kenyon Review. Her story of a soldier dying on the Pacific 

front, "Breathe upon These Slain," won an O. Henry prize, In 

1945 a fat book appeared, North Star Country--a marvelous col

lage of populist history, folk story, legend and anecdote--ded~ 

icated to her mother and father, and the book became a Book Find 

Club selection. But the really big book eluded Lesueur, and 

after 1945 the stories slowed (her energies, apparently, had 

been poured into North Star Country), and then came the Cold War 

era and Joe McCarthy and the great chill of the 1950s and hard 

times for Comrade LeSueur. Still a professional writer and 

settled into her craft, Lesueur wrote what she could to make 

money: a few reportages ("American Bus"), her children's books 

for Knopf. 

Little is generally made of LeSueur 1s children's books, 

and they are not major works by any standard, .but even in these 

books, in this "dark time," the writer grew, both in the genre 

and in her art. The first of the series of five, The Story of 

Johnny Appleseed (1947) is sweet and cliched23 in the manner of 

too many children's books, and memorable only for LeSueur's use 

of frontier dialect and the device of making the story of Johnny 

Appleseed a retold tale learned by the narrator from her grand

mother. Nanc y Hanks of Wilderness Road appeared in 1949 and 

further extended the grandmother device by allowing grandmother 

to argue throughout the book with Dennis Hanks (she usually won) 

over details of the story. "My grandmother always said that 

there are many tales told about famous men but no one sings of 

the women," LeSueur told her readers. "This made my grandmother 

Very angry• II 2 4 

Not too many books were written about American Indians, 

either, and Lesueur next wrote Sparrow Hawk (1950). Then the 

stories of Davy Crockett (1951) and Abraham Lincoln (1954). As 

she grew, LeSueur wrote her children's books in an increasingly 
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mature style. She increased the use of frontier dialect and, 

more importantly, strengthened her populist slant. Jackson's 

inauguration, she tells us in Davy Crockett, was "a proud day 

for the people." This is standard historical interpretation, 

but not for 5th graders. Not much later she explained to young 

minds the politics of land ownership in America: 

The land Davy's grandfather fought for in the rev

olution had been seized by big land owners who lied 

about and juggled land titles, and men who had bent 

their backs to clear the land were robbed of it by 

Philadelphia lawyers and forced to pay big prices 

for the poorest land. The grants that were made to 

soldiers who fought in the Revolutionary War were 

taken by speculators who claimed the tracts. Set

tlers who believed they owned the land were, as 

Davy said, "ransacked, picked and culled till 

everything valuable had been collected, and they 

were then moved to patches and scraps of land. 112 5 

The speech could have been taken directly from North Star 

Country. Crockett, the young ones are told, "was the People's 

hero." 

The River Road: A Stor y of Abraham Lincoln went the fur

thest of all LeSueur's children's books in matters of language 

and doctrine. Nancy Hanks becomes a spokeswoman for the prole

tariat, winning Abe's affections only after she reveals her anti

slavery sentiment, "Are you Jackson men?" is an oft-repeated 

question. Penny auctions appear, anachronistically I think, in 

the reminiscences of a Mr. Todd, whose Dutch family had been 

driven off their land after the revolution by English landlords. 

In a climactic scene, Lincoln and the son of a New Salem mer

chant have taken a load of goods to New Orleans for sale. 

Lincoln has seen his first slave auction, been appropriately 

offended, and is then horrified to discover, in a night combat 

with some runaway slaves turned river thieves, that the black 

hatred of whites is generalized from their former owners to all 

whites, Lincoln himself included. He later confronts his 
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traveling companion, who is playing a game of poker: 

"Our land's in trouble, Allen Genry, 11 he said, mak

ing a circle in the air with his bony finger--a 

gesture historians would record later. "You won't 

be able to win enough hands of poker to keep you 

out of it." 

"Money'll get you in and out of everything," 

Allen said, and went back to his game.26 

I see two other important features to these children's 

books. The first is LeSueur's obvious sense of the heroic, even 

in situations and individuals we might not expect to be heroic. 

Crockett, for example, is a hero even in the hunt, even when he 

and his sons blow away seventeen bears in one night and give 

"the New Englander a thousand weight of fine, fat bear to last 

him all winter. 112 7 "Biped man in the north was full of brag 
with 'gold in the pocket, silver on the tongue, brass in the 

face and iron in the heart'," Lesueur wrote in North Star 

Country.28 In conquering the continent--and it's a notion we 

could not expect to hear in LeSueur--trappers, traders, even the 

railraod man James Hill and the iron men Merritts can appear 

heroic: "These were men whose every adventure and effort was a 

saga, part of the heroic struggle of men of all times to make 

new oaths through the wilderness, create new tools, take the 

earth's wealth and put it back again. 1129 A very interesting 

paper might be written on what kind of individuals--male and 

female-LeSueur admired at various stages of her career. 
The most interesting element of these books, however, is 

a new narrative voice which seems to be emerging in, of all 

places, children's books, which we would expect to be the 

simplest, most direct of prose. In The River Road, for example, 

LeSueur wrote of Nancy Hanks, "The unborn child heaved upward, 

sounding, and she rose in alarm: would he crack out now? Where 

is the bolt of birth, she thought, who counts the fingers, even? 

There was no answer but the prowling, knocking, unborn child, 

casting up wing or fin, gathering the substance of a tall man in 

the new wilderness, on such a night of howling beasts and 
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hunger, in such an early season of a nation's growth." 30 Here 

is the germ of LeSueur's most recent style: dense, multi

layered, reaching out in one phrase to a whole nexus of ideas. 

Poetic. 

One of LeSueur's first significant publications was a 

poem, "Nests," which appeared in Poetry magazine in May 1924. 

Nevertheless, it was not until the 1970s that she began to 

publish poetry in quantity. Interestingly, this is precisely 

the moment when her prose style took on that quality we like to 

call poetic: a certain compactedness, paradoxically both 

precise and suggestive, a voice, a lilt, a music. The clarity 

and the voice derive, I believe, from the prose of her proletar

ian period; the rich metaphors come from her early work. The 

melding of the two can, as I have suggested, be seen proceeding 

apace in the writings of her so-called "dark years," the 1950's. 

I do not think much of LeSueur's poetry, and I will admit 

it: it seems more rhetorical than necessary, a little too "poet

ic," and a little heavy on the twin vices of overt symbolism and 

didacticism. Her prose seems more poetic, what I have read of 

the new novels-in-progress and "The Ancient People." It is 

great, moving, enormous prose. All the old themes are present, 

even the old crusade against Puritanism, and Populis~d 

Feminism, and new revelations as well. Perhaps most interest

ingly in "The Ancient People," LeSueur takes herself as a sub

ject, but with the ripeness of the author, self-as-subject 

encompasses a whole people, a whole race of people, reaching 

before 1900, before the coming of the whites, returning into 

itself like the circle, which is LeSueur's central metaphor. 

Through the circle of history and the current of her rich prose 

runs the current of nourishment: the land, the people collec

tively and individually, the author herself. "In this landscape 

of linear violence I grew in many climates. I was fortunate in 

a moment of cataclysm to see the geological and sociological 

base of our roots. I saw we wer.e not walking on air •••• I was 

nourished by this place and time and people. Through our house 

on Dayton Avenue there came the dissidents, the brave exploded 
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root, the radicle;,,.These prairie agragian prophets, these sagas 

of the people, still rise in the nitrogen of the roots, still 

live in the protein. 1131 The dead, enriching the soil, live, 

nourish, sustain. We do not walk on air, but on the women from 

the breadlines, the Girl, Butch, Crockett, Hanks, Lincoln, The 

Merritts, Debs, Haywood, Goldman. And on Art and Marian 

LeSueur. And on Meridel LeSueur. And we are sustained, 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

FOOTNOTES 

For a full bibliography, see Neala Schleuning, America: 
Song We Sang Without Knowing It (Mankato: Little Red Hen 
Press, 1983), pp. 165-171. 
However, a woman whose parents were both known throughout 
the Midwest for their work in reform causes (Arthur LeSueur 
was the socialist mayor of Minot, North Dakota; Marian met 
him when they both taught at a People's College for workers 
in Fort Scott, Kansas; Crusaders contains a reprint of a 
poster announcing that •~rt • . LeSueur, The Great Socialist 
and Labor Champion will address The First Socialist Conven
tion held in Benson County at Baker, N.D."); a woman who 
had known as a girl (having met them at her parents' house, 
or in New York City) Helen Keller, Eugene Debs, Big Bill 
Haywood, and Emma Goldman; a woman who had actually lived 
in a commune with Berkman and Goldman in New York could 
scarcely be said to have an underdeveloped social and polit
ical consciousness to begin with. 
It is but one small part of the continuing American liter
ary scandal that LeSueur's books--with the . exception of the 
Knopf and F. Watts children's books--have all been pub
lished by small or radical presses. 
"The source of American culture lies in the historic move
ment of our people, and the artist must become voice, mes
senger, awakener, sparking the inflammable silence, 
reflecting back the courage and the beauty. He must return 
really to the people, partisan and alive, with warmth, 
abundance, excess, confidence, without reservation, or cold 
and merely reasonable bread, or craftiness, writing one 
thing, believing another, the superior person, even super
ior in theoretic knowledge, an ideological giant, but 
bereft of heart and humility,: she wrote in "The Dark of 
the Time" (in Harvest & Song For My Time; West end Press, 
1972; p. 122). 
A fair and representative sample is "Biography of My 
Daughter": "I just got up and looked out the window and 
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knocked over a pitcher of water, because I can't write this 
story. Rhoda has been buried two weeks now, and I really 
wrote this story tearing it out between my teeth when we 
were driving back from the sanitarium that morning when the 
corn was just ripening in the fields. You shouldn't break 
into a story like this, but it comes out like a burning 
behind my teeth, and that morning when she died, I could 
have swept down the fields with my arms, folded up the 
fields and crunched the city in my teeth" (In Salute to 
Spring; International Publishers, 1944; p. 100) . 

6. Whittaker Chambers' footnote to "Women on the Breadlines," 
first rinted in New Masses, read, "This presentation of the 
plight of the unemployed woman, able as it is, and inform
ative, is defeatist in attitude, lacking in revolutionary 
spirit and direction which characterize the usual contri
bution to New Masses. We feel it our duty to add, that 
there is a place for the unemployed woman, as well as man, 
in th~unemployed councils and in all branches of the 
organized revolutionary movement. Fight for your rights!" 

7. "There are nonetheless questions to be asked: about the 
nature of LeSueur's images, the contexts in which they are 
presented, and the interpretation of women they convey," 
Elaine Hedges begins her equivocation in the introduction 
to Ripening (The Feminist Press, 1981) on page 24. 

8. Corn Village (Stanton & Lee, 1970), p. 39. 
9. LeSueur herself saw much of her early writing as an attempt 

to rid herself of a puritanism she inherited from her 
mother and grandmother, In "Corn Village" she wrote, "She 
was affectionate even, and my grandmother never kissed us. 
She was embarassed by any excess of feeling and had a way 
of turning down her lips bitterly. She had that acrid, 
bitter . thing too about her body, a kind of sourness as if 
she had abandoned it. It was like an abandoned thing, per
haps it had not been occupied. The Puritans used the body 
like the land as a commodity, and the land and the body 
resent it. She never took a bath except under a shift" 
(Corn Village; Stanton and Lee, 1970; p.25). 

10. Notes of a Native Son (Beacon, 1955). 
11. In Salute to Spring (International Publishers, 1940), 

p. 86. 
12. In Harvest & Song for My Time (West End Press, 1977), p.26. 
13. Not to be confused with her novel The Girl, which was not 

published until 1978. 
14. Worker Writers·(West End Press, 1978), p.5. 
15. The Girl, p. 149. 
16. In Salute to Spring , p. 140. 
17. "Tonight Is Part of the Struggle," Salute to Spring, 

p. 140. . . 
18. Women On the Breadlines (West End Press), p. 20. 
19. LeSueur did, however, mine the unpublished novel for half a 

dozen stories published between 1935 and 1945. 
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20. The Girl (West End Press, 1978), p. 149. 
21. p. 106. 
22. p. 112. 
23. For example, "My Grandmother told me too that he never 

carried a gun. -My Grandmother said that he was the friend 
of all the beasts and birds of the American wilderness: 
(p. 15) and "With him walked the animals, and above him 
flew his friends the birds .••• Worms and snails moved 
out of the way of his toes: (p. 27), Little Brother of 
Wilderness Road (Knopf, 1947). 

24. Nancy Hanks of Wilderness Road (Knopf, 1979), p. 4. 
25. Chanticleer of Wilderness Road: A Story of Davy Crockett 

(Knopf, 1951), pp. 107-108. 
26. The River Road: A Story of Abraham Lincoln (Knopf, 1954), 

p. 187. 
27; On a related note, I might mention that on this particular 

occasion LeSueur suggests paternity may be almost as 
compelling a relationship as maternity: "And nobody knows 
what a hunt is till he hunts with two brave sons of his own 
flesh.' He had to turn away and swear at a hound so they 
wouldn't see that he had something in his eye mightily like 
a tear" (p. 45). 

28. North Star Countr y (Duell, Sloan & Pearce, 1945), p. 18. 
29. North Star Country , p. 277. Arthur LeSueur was, of course, 

the greatest hero of all. In Crusaders (Blue Heron Press, 
1955), Meridel wrote, "Arthur returned like Ulysses from 
every fight and told how he bested _ the prostitute judges, 
how he stood against the Vigilante committees, how he 
bested them in argument. When he was dying at eighty
three, he was still fighting: (p. 16). 

30. Reprinted in Ripening, p. 240. 
31. In Growing Up in Minnesota (University of Minnesota Press, 

1976), pp. 142, 43, 46. 

REVIEWS--CHILDREN'S BOOKS 

by Norine Odland 

Alexander Lloyd. The Beggar Queen. Dutton, 1984. 248pp. 

- $11.95. 

The third book in the Westmark trilogy. Mickel is the 

queen of Westmark, a place of conflict and changing 

allegiances. The twists and turns are ironic, but 
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logic prevails in a story of politics, romance, and 

philosophy. Masterful control of language makes for 

complete immersion in the suspense. 11-16 

Behn, Harry. Crickets and Bullfrogs and Whispers of Thunder. 

col, by Lee Hopkins. illus. by author. Harcourt, 1984. 

83pp. $11.95. 

Poetry from the work of a truly fine poet has been made 

available in one volume with fifty poems of seasons, 

fantasy, and childhood adventure. Images are clear; 

language is melodic, Behn's art accentuates the sim

plicity and elegance of his work. An introduction, index 

of titles, and an index of first lines complete the book. 

All ages. 

Bunting, Eve. The Man Who Could Call Down Owls. illus. by 

Charles Milolaycak. Macmillan, 1984. 32pp. $9.95. 

Spectacular art is the powerful attraction in a book that 

tells a mythic tale of good vs. evil. The boy, Con, 

witnesses the Owls' triumph over the evil stranger who, 

for the sake of power, killed the friend of the owls. 

Browns and grays, in shades that convey depth and mood, 

predominate in double spread illustrations. 8-10 

Cleary, Beverly. Lucky Chuck. illus. by J. Winslow 

Higginbottom. William Morrow, .1984. unpaged. $8.50. 

Different from Ralph's motorcycle, Chuck's is real and 

Chuck is old enough to have a license. Chuck's story is 

real, told simply with all the facts about the cycle and 

the Motor Code. Drawings are accurate to the most minute 

detail. Age range is "all those who like motorcycles-

from 4-40." 

Cleary, Beverly. Ramona Forever. illus. by Alan Tiegreen. 

Morrow, 1984. 182pp. $8.59. 

The title may hint nostalgia but never does Ramona preach 

philosophy. She is very busy facing the fact she won't 

be the youngest in the family, the death of her cat, Aunt 

Bea's wedding, and, best of all, not having to have a 
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babysitter after school. Ramona has always been a strong 

character and here she continues with a sense of humor 

and a sense of love. 7-11 

Cleary, Beverly. The Ramo~a Quimb y Diary . illus. by Alan 

Tiegreen. Morrow, 1984. unpaged. $7.95. 

Not really a book in the true sense, but likely to be of 

high interest to all Ramona fans. Different from the 

usual diary format, the writer can make choices through

out the year. Quotes from different Ramona stories may 

inspire entries in the diary. 7-11 

de Paola, Tomie. The Mysterious Giant of Barletta. illus. by 

author. Harourt, 1984. unpaged. $12.95. 

An old Italian legend, retold, tells the story of a giant 

statue which saves the town. Pictures use dramatic color 

to express the moods of the tale and the contrasts in 

size are visually convincing, For children who know de 

Paola's Fin McCoul, many comparisons can be made, e.g. 

type of story, size of giants, resolution of the 

conflict. 7-10 

Fisher, Leonard Everett. Boxes! Boxes! illus. by author. 

Viking, 1984. unpaged. $9.95. 

Large, bright pictures of boxes with short text in rhyme 

is an invitation to closer observation of ordinary 

objects. Illustrations project well to a group. Ideas 

about shapes and volume are children's natural responses. 

3-7 

Hale, Sarah Josepha. Mar y Had a Little Lamb, illus. by Tomie 

de Paola. Holiday House, 1984. unpaged. $13.95. 

The quality of the full-color folk art illustrating 

the famous story poem makes this one of the· year's best 

picture books. Drawings depict the original setting 

for Mary and her lamb. Background for the poem is 

given along with all verses and music. 3-7 

Haugaard, Erik Christian. The Samurai's Tale. Houghton 

Mifflin, 1984. 234pp. $12.95. 

A large cast of characters is essential for telling the 
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story of Taro whose life has been spared after the 

death of his father, a samurai. Interwoven with 

details of Japanese history, Taro pursues what he 

believes is good, often with dire consequence. Rich, 

vivid language heightens the suspense. There is 

resolution but there is so much more to know that 

surely there will be a sequel. 11-19 

Henry, Marguerite. Our First Pony. illus. by Rich Rudish. 

Rand McNally, 1984. unpaged. $6.95. 

A short family story centered on acquiring a pony, but 

not so ordinary as this sounds. Twin boys, along with 

the rest of the family, learn about the uniqueness of 

the event when their mare has twin foals. Accurate, 

clear descriptions, especially of the horse world. 7-11 

Hurd, Thacher. Mama Don't Allow. illus. by author. Harper, 

1984. unpaged. $11.95. 

Miles finds that his saxophone bothers all of the 

neighbors. With three musician friends, they go to the 

swamp where the alligators love Miles's music. The 

personified animals are part of the bright color of the 

picture book, which sings throughout and ends with the 

music for the song in the title. 4-8 

Rounds, Glen. The Morning the Sun Refused to Shine illus. by 

author. Holiday House, 1984. unpaged. $9.95. 

When the sun refuses to shine, Paul Bunyan comes to the 

rescue. The problem: a frozen axle. The solution: 

humorous hocus-pocus and hyperbole in both pictures and 

text. Superb dry wit in the language, especially the 

structure of the language. Because the humor depends 

on recognizing common human foibles, better to wait 

until ages 8 or 9. 8-10 

Thomas, Jane Resh. Courage at Indian Dee p. Clarion, 1984. 

122pp. $9.95. 

Minnesotans will respond to familiar settings, the Twin 

Cities and the North Shore. The story is built around 

a real incident and the author reconstructs the episode 
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with authentic characters and description. Symbolism is 

there but does not overburden or detract from the flow of 

the text. 8-12 

Zolotow, Charlotte. I Know A Lady. illus. by James Stevenson. 

Greenwillow, 1984. unpaged. 

With respect and dignity, Sally and her friends enjoy the 

lady who lives on their street. Animals are important 

details in the watercolor pictures. Just the right 

length for youngest children. 2-6 

Lobel, Anita. Potatoes , Potatoes. illus. by author. Harper, 

1984 (reissue, 1967). unpaged. 

A Polish folk tale is retold in words and pictures 

children enjoy. The conflict between two armies proves 

the folly of war when both sides need food. The old 

woman who has built a wall around her fields shares her 

potatoes when the soldiers agree to cease fighting. 5-8 

Cameron, Eleanor. Julia's Magic. illus. by Gail Owens. 

Dutton, 1984. 160pp. $10.95. 

Julia is curious and imaginative as she was in earlier 

books. Here she is five years old and works herself into 

real escapades. The writing is smooth with a quick pace 

not unlike the pace Julia sets. The adults seen from 

Julia's point of view fit nicely into the scenes. 8-12 

Martin, Charles E. Island Winter. illus. by author. 

Greenwillow, 1984. unpaged. 

Staying on the island all winter after the summer folks 

leave turns out to be exciting. The school with eight 

students, mending lobster traps, and skating on the pond 

are only a few of the exciting events depicted in text 

and pictures. Good balance of the familiar and the 

new and unusual makes this a fresh and appealing book. 
5-8 

Locker, Thomas. Where the River Begins. illus. by author. 

Dial, 1984. 32pp. $15.00 

Rich landscape paintings chronicle the walking jour

ney grandfather and two grandsons make to find the 
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beginning of the river. The short text is quiet admir

ation of the wonders of nature. Pictures do project for 

a group but each picture is worthy of slow , careful view

ing. A book of lasting quality. 4-8 

Wallace-Brodeur, Ruth. Callie's Wa y. Atheneum, 1984 (McElderry 

Book). 119pp. $10.95. 

Cally, the second child in the family, feels left out. 

Her sister is talented in music; Cally is not. Her 

mother is a music teacher and her father is a minister; 

Cally believes she pleases neither of them. The decision 

Cally makes is her way to show her independence. Believ

ability is hard to maintain but the plot is consistent 

with the characterization. Readers will sense that they 

are supposed to cheer for Cally but some may not be con

vinced they should. 9-12 

Fox, Paula. One-Eyed Cat. Bradbury, 1984. 192 pp. $11.95. 

Flawless writing such as that in this novel is often 

deceiving because of its clarity. The plot line of a 

boy, age eleven, using a forbidden gun and worrying about 

the cat he may have injured is basis for a story but 

there is much more for the reader to discover. Charac

terization of major and minor roles is complete; no one 

is all good or all bad, and each speaks with an individ

ual voice. The parents' problems are seen from Ned's 

view but they are real to him. The story ends not so 

much with resolution but more with sincere insight and 

understanding. 10-14 

Lord, Bette Bao. In the Year of the Boar and Jackie Robinson. 

illus. by Marc Simont. Harper, 1984. 169pp. $9.89. 

The author writes from her childhood experiences, coming 

from China to Brooklyn and entering fifth grade. Realis

tic descriptions of incidents depicting cultural differ

ences are vivid and often humorous. No clues are given 

about time setting so, in 1985, children may need to be 

convinced that there really was a baseball team, the 

Brooklyn Dodgers. Entertaining, this is a good story 
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that happens to tell about cultural change. 8-12 

Steig, William. CDC? illus. by author. Farrar, Straus & 
Giroux, 1984. unpaged. $6.95. 

The book is a series of drawings with brief alphabet 

captions; a clever challenge for those with a quick wit, 

a keen eye, and a sharp ear. The pictures are essential 

clues to the text. A sense of humor is a requisite for 

appreciation and adults can enjoy the jokes along with 

children. 10 and up 

Hurwitz, Johanna. DeDe Takes Charge! illus. by Diane de Groat. 

Morrow, 1984. 121pp. $9.25. 

Relatively uncomplicated story focusing on a girl and her 

mother, recently divorced. DeDe tells about her efforts 

to help bring her mother back into the social mainstream. 

Some light humor especially when friend Aldo (of Aldo 

Applesauce fame) tries to help. 8-10 

IDEA EXCHANGE - Elementary 

STORYBOOK FOLDOUTS 

by Mary Jane Hanson 

This thematic, whole brain language arts experience has 

been a big hit in my middle grades open classroom. After read

ing many picture books and an on-going novel series by Clifford 

Hicks, students have a good idea about what goes into putting 

together an interesting story--simply put, introductory infor

mation, several problems, solutions to these problems, and a 

quick ending. 

We decided to write stories for an audience of first and 

second graders in another classroom at Barton Open. A small 

committee of students put together an interest survey form for 

this cross-room project. It included questions about the young

er child's favorite heroes, ice cream, indoor and outdoor games, 

favorite animals, favorite foods, books best liked, favorite 
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book characters, favorite toys, etc. We selected a morning 

alf-hour time block and went to interview the students. After the 

~nformation was collected, my students sat with their new friend and 
read a short story to them. 

The weeks that followed were busy with activity. 

Students narrowed their ideas down, thought of two or three 

problems, selected the main character to be a person or animal, 

and began to write the first drafts. I read several first 

drafts to the entire class and then we gave constructive crit

icism, told what we liked about the story and gave suggestions 

for details, etc. Then I grouped the children by birthday 

months, and asked them to go through the same process in these 

smaller settings. Then it was time to revise or rewrite the 

stories and check for details, transitions, seeing that the 

id~as flow smoothly, checking for spelling and punctuation 

errors, etc. 

At this point I look over the papers, and make proof

reading comments on the revised first draft. Students are now 

ready to make the neat, final copy. Meanwhile, the young 

artists are busy designing six pictures and a title page out of 

construction paper. These masterpieces are rubber cemented on

to 9" by 12" tagboard later. I suggest first drafts of the 

pictures be made on newsprint, folded into six squares. These 

are later enlarged. This picture-making process can take over 

three weeks, depending on time given to it daily. 

Once the pictures are made and the story is complete, you 

can help the student tape the pictures together going left to 

right. Be sure to tape the entire sides of the tagboard, and 

leave a slight space between the two pictures being taped for 

easy folding. Most students tape the story part on the back of 

each picture, but others prefer to write directly on the 

tag board. 

Now it is time to practice the story. At first, the 

student reads it as he/she folds each picture out. Gradually 

more eye contact develops and the student tells the story to the 

audience. 
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I'm sure you and your students will enjoy this project as 

much as we enjoyed it. We shared these stories at our Open 

House with parents, later with senior citizens at a near-by 

senior center, with two University of Minnesota language arts 

methods classes, and most of all, with the younger students for 

whom they were actually written. 

######## 

WORD PROCESSING IS TERRIFIC, BUT ••••• 

by J. H. Foegen 

Whenever useful innovation appears on the market, 

something else to take the joy out of it seems not far behind. 

With word processors, that "something" was in fact always 

present; it's just more visible today. "Laziness" can get in 

the way of better writing. 

Problems in using such hardware are already being 

flagged. Alleged dangers to health from extended exposure to 

display screens are argued repeatedly. Another problem can be 

isolation, as users interact more with the intriguing machine, 

impersonal data and "modem relatives" and less with in-the-flesh 

fellow workers at the job site . 

A relatively-overlooked third difficulty can be a "per

verted" use of speed. Few would argue the advantage of fast re

typing of new drafts of written material. The printer can 

quickly produce another perfect "original"---although many 

think it is less than · perfect if a low-quality, dot-matrix type 

is used. 

again. 

No longer does each word have to be laboriously keyed 

Unfortunately, therein lies an ambush for the unwary. If 

appropriate hard and software are available, they will be used. 

Human nature leans toward the easy way out, even without delib-
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erately wanting to go that route. In this case, moreover, 

excellent rationalization is at hand; if we have the equipment, 

' it would be illogical and inefficient not to use it to its 

fullest potential. 

Creatively as otherwise, however, now-possible haste can 

make waste. If a new copy can be made easily, careful revision 

might be less likely. Such attention used to be routine among 

people who committed ideas to paper conscientiously; it is being 

given, in fact, to this article as it is being re-typed. Copy 

seemingly perfect after surviving three drafts still appears 

flawed after a "cooling off period." Typographical errors, 

redundancies and even words omitted due to excessive speed 

become obvious. 

Catching such errors can be done easily with a word 

pr·ocessor, of course. But the question is, will it be done? 

Laziness is not the only reason for not doing so. If a deadline 

is approaching, or if in a hurry for any other reason, even a 

little extra time might seem too much when copy can be 

reproduced readily with little effort. Greed might reinforce 

the need for speed; re-cycling material rapidly can sometimes 

mean pleasing the boss, not to be overlooked when considering 

the next performance or salary review. 

Duplication withou.t thought is less good, in other words, 

than creative evolution and improvement. A second, quickly-done, 

letter-perfect copy is fine as far as it goes. Improving each 

time, however---and being "forced" to proof word for word while 

re-typing---is better. This is not an argument in favor of 

scorning new technology by any means. It is only a reminder 

that "the flesh is weak," at terminals as in other situations. 
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PROTOCOL ANALYSIS: A CRITICISM 

by James H. Bonner, Carol A. Bradley, and Eleanor Hoffman 

This study presents and discusses research collected from 

the thinking aloud protocols of Freshman writers. The research 

employs the method, "protocol analysis," used by Linda Flower 

and John Hayes in "The Cognition of Discovery: Defining a Rhe

torical Problem" (1980). Thinking aloud protocols' aim is to 

capture a detailed record of what is going on in the writer's 

mind during the act of composing itself (Flower, Hayes, 1981). 

A protocol is as Carol Berkenkotter states in "Understanding a 

Writer's Awareness of Audience" (1981): "a rich source for in

formation about some of what the writer is thinking as she is 

writing." This study focuses on how student writers perceive 

the task. Our focus is on the task, not the process. In addi

tion, we are using a larger number of subjects than other proto

col researchers have used and dividing them into two groups-

competent and incompetent writers. The study also minimizes one 

of the less favorable criticisms of protocol analysis, that the 

controlled laboratory situations of Flower and Hayes were unnat

ural working conditions for writers (Voss, 1983). Our inform

ants worked on the assignments where they would normally work, 

at home, in a dorm room, etc. We asked them to work on the task 

as they normally would have--thinking, writing--except they must 

try to think (compose) aloud onto a tape recorder. They were 

asked to verbalize everything that went through their minds as 

they worked. Coders then listened to the tapes to determine 

when and how frequently the writer referred to any of six pre

scribed task levels: assignment, content, persona, audience, 

language, and process, and to discern to what extent these task 

references differed or were similar in competent and incompetent 

writers. We assumed: 

1. Differences between good and poor writers can be measured, 

2. Protocol analysis is an honest and useful measurement of 

these differences. 

3. Protocol parallels actual composing process. 

4. Protocol is valid. 
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5. All writers, being first quarter freshmen, began in the same 

place. 

To see whether competent students engaged task different

ly than incompetent students, task references recorded on the 

tapes were coded to the fullest written draft according to the 

six task levels. Many composition theorists and practitioners 

expect the student to address the four aspects. Further, they 

form the discourse triangle, a well accepted diagram of the es

sentials of composing (Kinneavy, Moffett, Britton). Thus, we 

can expect that a student writer who addresses a writing task 

successfully must, consciously or unconsciously, view and review 

the task from each of these discourse perspectives. Moreover, 

we knew from experience that student writers refer again and 

again to the assignment, in general, rereading it, as a way of 

keeping on task and promoting the generation of ideas. Finally, 

after listening to several tapes, we clearly heard the students 

including as part of the perceived task instructions or commen

tary directed to the researchers. Usually, this commentary 

described the student's writing process in some way. Because 

this occurred frequently, we included the student's reference to 

the ongoing writing process as a perspective on the task. Thus, 

we defined six aspects of the task (See Appendix, Table 1). 

We asked the students to complete four assignments. The 

assignments varied in difficulty and were presented in the order 

least to most difficult. Each specified the aim, audience, per

sona, context and/or formal constraints (See Appendix for assign

ments). The order of presentation was: application, letter, re

view, and defense. The students did the work at their leisure, 

at the rate of one assignment per week for four weeks. When the 

students returned the packet for one assignment, they received 

the next assignment packet. In each packet were the general 

instructions, the specific assignment, together with necessary 

related materials, and a blank 180 minute cassette tape. Each 

assignment required a different type of writing, but all invited 

students to engage the first five of the six perspectives. Per

spective six, process, while interesting, was non-assigned 
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perspective, The students worked wherever and whenever they 

chose; these circumstances occasionally interfered with serious

ly addressing the task. But we wanted students to write under 

their usual constraints in their usual setting. 

Each of the three coders listened to each tape while 

reading/following the student's writing, The fullest draft was 

read to correspond with the appropriate portions of the tape and 

taped task references marked to correspond with the text. 

Coders worked separately initially, then relistened to resolve 

discrepancies, If a discrepancy could not be resolved, it was 

not included in the count. 

RESULTS - A total of fourteen writers' composing pro~ess

es in four separate writing assignments were included in this 

analysis, The total task references by students in all four 

assignments reveal C writers refer more often to assignment, 

content, and language, with a slight advantage in process, than 

do the I writers, The I writers had the advantage in persona 

and audience but both groups' referral to these tasks is mini

mal, (See Appendix, Table 2.) 

TASK REFERRALS 

ASSIGNMENT (Referral #1) - The I students referred back to the 

assignment an average of 3.11 times, while C students did so 4.0 

times. In fact, 3 of the 7 I students never referred back to 

the assignment in any of the four assignments; whereas, only one 

of the C students never referred back to the assignment, Thus, 

four of the I students account for all the referrals back to the 

assignment, Six of the C students referred back to assignment 

at least twice during the writing of four assignments. The aver

age referral difference between I and C was ,89, favoring the C 

group. 

CONTENT (Referral #2) - Generally, the students in both groups 

reread or referred back to the assignment to consider content. 

I students did this an average of 6.57 times, C students an aver

age of 9.57 times over four writing assignments. Only one of 

the I students never refers to content while all of the C stu

dents refer to this task at least once, The average referral 
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difference between I and C groups was 3.00, favoring group C. 

PERSONA AND AUDIENCE (Referral #'s 3 and 4) - Neither group 

considers with any regularity persona or audience, The average 

referral difference between I and C groups was ,29 for persona 

and ,15 for audience, favoring group I in both cases. 

LANGUAGE (Referral #5) - All students in each group are 

concerned with the language aspect of task, I students refer to 

language aspects an average of 8.29 times over four writing 

assignments, C students 9.42 times, The average referral 

difference between I and C groups was 1.13, favoring C. 

PROCESS (Referral# 6) - All students in each group state their 

awareness of process, either acknowledging the writing process 

as they are engaging in it or expressing their concern about 

what we the researchers expect of them. I students refer to 

process 8.57 times in four assignments, C students 9.0 times. 

The average referral difference to process was ,43, favoring the 

C group. 

Subsequent analysis was based on total referrals to task 

within each writing assignment, by group (See Appendix, Table 

3). By assignment, student references to the six aspects of 

task appear roughly similar with the overall pattern. 

ASSIGNMENT #1 - APPLICATION 

Both I and C groups refer similarly to assignment (5 

times each) and audience (O times each). Both refer little to 

persona (I= 2, C = 0), while both refer often to language (I= 

24, C = 28). In content (I= 26, C = 17) and process (I= 33, C 

= 21), the I group refers more often than C. Of all six tasks, 

the I group refers to process (33 times) and the C group to 

language (28 times) most often. The references for both groups 

concentrate on content, language, process; the C group is more 

aware of the language aspect of task than the I group. And the 

I group stresses process more than any other task. Neither 

group attends to audience. 

ASSIGNMENT #2 - LETTER 

Both I and C groups refer little to persona (1 time each) 

and audience (I= 2, C = 0). In all remaining task references, 
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the C group refers more often than the I group to assignment 

(I= 2, C = 6), content (I= 19, C = 25), language (I= 21, 

C = 27), and process (I= 21, C = 27). Here once again both 

groups seem to stress content, language and process with the C 

group stressing all three more often than the I group. 

ASSIGNMENT #3 - REVIEW 

Both I and C groups refer O times to persona and 

audience. In assignment (I= 8, C = 11), language (I= 13, C 

15), and process (I= 8, C = 11), the C group refers slightly 

more often than the I group. The C group refers much more often 

to content (I= 2, C = 12). Of all six tasks, both the I group 

(13 times) and the C group (15 times) refer to language most 

often. This assignment shows the clearest differences between 

the two groups. The I students approach tasks fewer times and 

from fewer perspectives than the C students. However, both 

disregard persona and audience. 

ASSIGNMENT #4 - DEFENSE 

Both I and C groups refer to persona and audience 0 

times. Both groups were similar in reference to assignment (I 

7, C = 6). In process, the C group refers more often than the I 

group (I= 9, C = 13). In content and language, the C group 

refers more often (I= 3, C = 13) and (I= 0, C = 8) than the I 

group. Of all the task levels, the I group refers most often to 

process (9 times) and the C group refers most often to content 

and process (13 times each). In this assignment, more difficult 

than those which precede it, the I students engage task very 

little while the C students attempt to engage task in four 

aspects. Two I and two C students cease to participate at this 

level of complexity. Two of the I and two of the C's level of 

participation is limited to two task level references or less. 

STATISTICAL RESULTS 

On initial examination, the differences in task references 

seemed to indicate that the competent group did indeed refer 

more often to the defined tasks in four of the six tasks 

(assignment, content, language and process), with the remaining 

two tasks (persona and audience) rarely referred to by either 
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the competent or incompetent group. However, the average of the 

differences per student seemed to indicate an inconclusive dif

ference in all four assignments and lead us to investigate a 

deeper statistical significance. None was forthcoming, which 

leads us to examine further the usefulness of protocol analysis 

in the natural setting. 

With P equaling the degree of certitude for the error 

probability of our research hypothesis, we found negative 

results (See Tables 2 and 4). We assumed that Xi= Xe in their 

use of the task references we defined, as needed to produce good 

prose. When we compared the two groups, we found P values all 

in excess of an acceptable significance level of <.05 which 

indicated there was a high likelihood we would be in error, 

concluding that our data said anything of consequence about the 

difference between competent and incompetent writers. We 

therefore, felt, based on these figures, there was not enough 

difference to conclude the present approach to protocol analysis 

is a reliable indicator of what task references demonstrate 

regarding competence in writing. 

Before we resigned ourselves to this conclusion, we 

decided to make an adjustment in the arrangement of the members 

of the two groups, an admitted satistical no no. Our rationale 

was that the two members of the incompetent group designated as 

OM33 and OM34 considered themselves to be competent writers 

while their instructors assessed their writing abilities as 

incompetent. Because there seemed to be evidence in favor of 

the students' opinions, we thought we were justified in experi

menting with the different arrangement of group members, by 

first excluding these two members from the study altogether (See 

Tables 5 and 6) and, second, testing to see the results of 

including them in the competent gorup (See Tables 7 and 8). 
Ho"l;'.ever, we found no change of any consequence in either case. 

While we do not argue that our study is without problems, 

we do not hesitate to confidently make certain observations and 

conjectures addressing the possible reasons for the lack of 

conclusive findings. 
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1. The process of clearly defining an adequate set of tasks and 

assessing the results of the subjects' processes seems too 

subjective and inexact to warrant a set of concrete 

conclusions. 

2. Attempting to verbalize a thought process in writing is a 

poor reflection of the actual process a writer undergoes, 

especially as regards less competent writers who are often 

reluctant to commit to tape that which they recognize as 

inadequate or incompetent. 

3. The highly personal nature of invention impedes the ver

balization process, especially when the writer feels inade

quate to the task as is often the case with incompetent 

writers. This makes for a restrained and inhibited verb

alization on the part of the subject and, resultingly, 

inaccurate data. 

4. While the restrictions of a laboratory setting lead to prob

lems concerning a natural writing environment, allowing for 

a natural writing environment often leads to a lack of dis

cipline regarding the assignment and an inaccurate reporting 

of process on the part of the writers. We cannot say which 

is the lesser of these two problems. 

Obviously, we feel that the concept of analyzing the 

thought processes of competent writers and comparing them with 

those of incompetent writers to discover better methods of 

Until such time as a better method for recording 

subjects' mental processes can be found, some general 

discoveries, conclusions, and implications, made during the 

course of our study, might aid to direct future work in protocol 

analysis. 

1. 

2. 

DISCOVERIES AND CONCLUSI~NS 

Good writers and poor writers did not respo~d to all the 

tasks. 
Of all the tasks, good and poor writers consistently 

referred least to persona and audience. 

3. There were fewer references to task in both groups the more 

4. 
s. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

complicated the assignment. 

Good writers revised more. 

Good writers referred to deep structure (syntactical 

concerns) for revision while poor writers revised surface 

structure (semantic concerns). 

Poor writers were tied to topic. 

Poor writers never moved beyond sketchy representation of 

audience and assignment. 

Good writers, by contrast, used re-examination to add to 

their image of audience and assignment. 

9. Both groups' initial analysis of assignment and audience 

was unusually brief. 

10. Both plunged into generating ideas but returned to consider 

instruction is conceptually valid and has every potential of assignment. 

yielding fruitful results. Nonetheless, the main question 

facing this field of study is how to access these thought pro

cesses. Protocol analysis does not appear to be amenable to the 

natural setting. The results of our data would seem to indicate 

the process of protocol analysis is an impediment to a natural 

writing process or there would have been a much greater dispar

ity between the average numbers of task references of the two 

groups. The future of protocol analysis will depend on finding 

more reliable methods of accurately reporting the subjects' writ

ing process. The present methods are too conducive to the 

ambiguous results which our study produced. 
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11. Poor writers returned to reread assignment, searching for 

ready-made goals, instead of forming their own. 

12. Good writers returned to reread the assignment with a 

better sense of direction and definition of purpose than 

did the poor writers. 

13. Poor writers were easily distracted and even sought 

distraction. 

14. Good writers tended not to have or tried to get rid of 

distractions. 
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IMPLICATIONS 

FOR TEACHERS 

1. Students still see writing as a very narrow activity. 

2. Students do not have a variety of perspectives to choose 

from. Students attempt to write to the anticipated 

teacher perspective. 

3. We should not assume that "simple" assignments are simple. 

Many students, for example, did not know what constituted a 

review. 

4. We must break down components of particular writing tasks 

for students. For example: What constitutes an argument

ative or comparison contrast essay or a review? 

FOR RESEARCH 

1. We may compare the differences in range between the best 

(C) writer and the worst (I) writer as far as task is 

concerned. We think what we will see is more pronounced 

differences in specific students than in groups. 

2. We may follow particular students (both C and I) through 

completed course work in Freshman Composition to compare 

levels of writing progress. 

3. We may do a holistic analysis. 

4. We may do a feature analysis. 

5. We may do a primary trait analysis. 

PROTOCOL EXCERPTS - Included here are samples of competent 

(Om28) and incompetent (Om18) writers' verbal protocol. 

ASSIGNMENT: DEFENSE Informant Oml8 

All right. Um. I Henry Rothman and I Judy McQuinn agree to the 

terms set forth in this document. That'll be the first sen

tence. Obviously. Blah, blah first sentence and then the main 

issues here will. . No. Okay. Let's go to the car problem 

first. I just want something that says, "I Henry." Okay. 

So then ah so then ah Mary has to pay . so I'll write up a 

rough draft. Okay. I got the heading now and I'm just going to 

say A. B. C. D. and at the end I'm gonna put a little conclusion 
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and that's gonna be it. Okay. So I just wrote this up. I 

sai~, I Henry Rothman and I Judy McQuinn agree to the terms set 

forth in this document. The $384.73 car repair bill is to be 

split. Judy will pay blah; Henry will pay blah. The $467.35 

savings account will be split. Judy will pay blah; Henry will 

pay blah. Judy will receive the stereo; Judy will receive the 

puppy plus $100. Henry will receive the tv. Henry will receive 

the microwave. • That's it. I should have a big other page 

that says, explaining the rationale. (He reads the assignment 

again.) Oh, jeez. Oh. Produce some rationale, present the 

reasons for your decision. Your purpose in the rationale state-

ment is to convince Henry. Oh, that's what I got to do. 

I'll do that. Okay, I wrote this out on back. • That's it. 

That's it. I'm all done and it took me, it took me 33 minutes. 

ASSIGNMENT: DEFENSE Informant Om28 

Okay, I've read the case .... I'll start out the way Henry 

said to .•• I Henry Rothman and I Judy McQuinn agree to the 

terms set forth in this document. Okay, now I'm going to re

state my decisions about their possessions. The car. I believe 

Henry should keep the car. That's fine. Sorry to entertain you 

with a little music there. Next door. That's not us. This is 

due to the fact that Henry owned it in the first place. Also 

Judy's driving probably okay. The money. Okay. I 

believe this is a fair solution .. Just a lot of writing to 

do today. English paper. 

(She asks her roommate. 

all for the settlement. 

Communication's paper. Are you done? 

Conversation ensues.) Okay. That's 
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Table 1 

ASSIGNMENT 1. Student refers directly back to the assign
ment. Example: Student reads or rereads the 
assignment or part of it, or refers by summary 
statement to assignment. 

CONTENT 2. Student stops to consider 
assignment or in terms of 
Example: "What I want to 

content in terms of 
last few words. 

"What I need to 
do is ..•• " 
say is II 

PERSONA 3. Student exhibits concern for how I sound 
(I-centered). 

AUDIENCE 

LANGUAGE 

PROCESS 

4. 

Example: "I sound kind of wierd." 
"Nobody talks like this." 

Student exhibits concern for the audience (you
centered). 
Example: "She's a college student, so she 

probably ••.• " 
"What do they need to hear?" 

5. Student exhibits concern for language (word
centered). 
Example: "How does this sound?" 

"Nice place to live. no, 'nice 
apartment' sounds better." 

6. Student states her concern with the writing 
process as such. 
Example: "I'm going to proofread now." 

"Dr. Hoffman. I don't know if this is 
what you want." 
"Um. Writer's block. 
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Table 3 
Task References Totals According To Assignment - By Student And By Group 

Application Letter Review Defen_se 
Task# 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 123456 
Incompetents: 

Onll 0 2 1 0 2 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Oml2 000011 1 0 0 0 4 3 4 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Om17 0 5 0 0 2 3 0 4 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Oml8 1 5 0 0 3 7 131151 220002 2 1 0 0 0 3 

Om102 0 1 0 0 6 5 0 5 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 3 
Om33 0 6 0 0 5 5 0 4 0 0 4 5 100064 000000 
Om34 4 7 1 0 5 8 0 3 0 1 3 0 1 0 0 0 7 0 4 0 0 0 0 2 

Totals 5/26/2/0/24/33 * 2/19/1/2/21/12 * 8/2/0/0/13/8 * 7/3/0/0/0/9 +:-
'° 

Competents: 
On20 0 1 0 0 0 4 0 2 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
On21 0 1 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 2 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
On27 2 0 0 0 4 0 1 3 0 0 2 5 1 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
On29 1 6 0 0 9 6 1 4 1 0 1 6 5 5 0 0 4 5 2 5 0 0 5 2 

On201 1 6 0 0 4 4 1 8 0 0 7 4 0 5 0 0 4 0 2 3 0 0 3 5 
Om28 1 0 0 0 6 4 1 5 0 0 145 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 3 0 0 0 3 

Om203 0 3 0 0 2 2 2 3 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 0 1 3 1 2 0 0 0 1 

Totals 5/17/0/0/28/21 * 6/25/1/0/27/25 * 11/12/0/0/15/11 * 6/13/0/0/8/13 



Table 4 

Statistical Results of Table 2 by Task Reference Table 5 

Task #1: Xi= 3.142857 Sdi = 3.760699 Totals of Task References In All Four Assignments With Om33 and 
Om34 Omitted From Both the Incompetent and the Competent Groups. 

Xe= 4.000000 SDc = 2.768357 

T = .4856006 P = .6359959 Task# 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Task #2: Xi= 6.571429 SDi = 4.314980 Incompetents: 

xc = 9.571428 SDc = 8.303757 Onll 0 2 1 0 2 6 
Oml2 6 0 0 0 5 5 

T = .8481819 P = .4129353 Oml7 0 5 0 0 6 3 
Oml8 6 11 1 1 10 11 

Task #3 Xi= .571429 SDi = .534523 Om102 0 8 0 0 7 11 
Om33 Omitted 

Xe= .142857 SDc = .377965 Om34 Omitted 

T = 1.732051 P = .1088643 Totals 12 26 2 1 30 36 

Task #4 xi= .428571 SDi = .534523 

xc = .142857 SDc = .377965 
Competents: 

T = 1.154701 P = .27069 
On20 2 3 0 0 3 6 

Task #5 xi= 8.000000 SDi = 4.163332 On21 0 1 0 0 5 7 
On27 4 4 0 0 5 7 

xc = 8.714286 SDc = 7.761321 On29 9 20 1 1 19 19 
On201 4 22 0 0 4 6 

T = .2145706 P = .8337053 Om28 4 8 0 0 21 13 
Om203 5 9 0 0 4 6 

Task _#6 Xi= 8.000000 SDi = 3.265987 
Totals 28 67 1 1 65 63 

xc = 9 .142857 SDc = 5.014266 

T = .505291 P = .6225067 

Task Reference Averages 

Task# 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Incompetents: 2.4 5.2 .4 .2 6.0 7.2 

Competents: 4.00 9.57 • .14 .14 9.42 9.00 

Differences: 1.60 4.37 -.26 -.06 3.42 1.80 
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Table 6 Table 7 

Statistical Results of Table 5 by Task Reference 'otals of Task References In All Four Assignments With Om33 and 
0m34 in the Competent Group 

Task #1: Xi= 2.400000 SDi = 3.286336 

xc = 4.000000 SDc = 2.768857 Task# 1 2 3 4 5 6 

T = .9149154 P = .3817679 Incompetents: 

Task #2: Xi= 5.200000 SDi = 4.438468 0nll 0 2 1 0 2 6 
0ml2 6 0 0 0 5 5 

xc = 9. 571428 SDc = 8.303757 Oml7 0 5 0 0 6 3 
0ml8 6 11 1 1 10 11 

T = 1.063794 P = .3124353 Oml02 0 8 0 0 7 11 
Om33 Included in Competent Group 

Task #3 'Xi = .400000 SDi = .547723 0m34 Included in Competent Group 

xc = .142857 SDc = .377965 Totals 12 26 2 1 30 36 

T = .9682459 P = .3557556 

Task #4 Xi= .200000 SDi = .447214 Competents: 

xc = .142857 SDc = .377965 On20 2 3 0 0 3 6 

T = .2397317 P = .8153806 0n21 0 1 0 0 5 7 
0n27 4 4 0 0 5 7 

Task #5 Xi= 6.00000 SDi = 2.915476 
0n29 9 20 1 1 19 19 

0n201 4 22 0 0 4 6 

xc = 8.714286 SDc = 7.761321 
0m28 4 8 0 0 21 13 

Om203 5 9 0 0 4 6 
0m33 1 10 1 1 13 10 

T = • 7371655 P = .477961 Om34 9 10 1 1 13 10 

,i 
-r 

Task #6 Xi= 1.2000000 SDi = 3.633180 Totals 38 87 3 3 87 84 

:} xc = 9.142857 SDc = 5.014266 

T = .7352488 P = .4790767 
Task Reference Averages 

Task# 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Incompetents: 2.40 5.20 .40 .20 3.33 4.00 

Competents: 4.22 9.66 .33 .,33 9.66 9.33 

, Differences: 1.82 4.46 -.07 .13 6.33 5.33 
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Table 8 

Statistical Results of Table 7 by Task Reference 

Task #1: Xi= 2.400000 

Xe= 4.222223 

T = 1.021442 

Task #2: Xi= 5.200000 

xc = 9.666667 

T = 1.249629 

Task #3 Xi= .400000 

xc = .333333 

Task #4 

Task #5 

Task #6 

T = . 231455 

Xi= .200000 

Xe= .333333 

T = .4948717 

Xi= 6.000000 

xc = 9.666667 

T = 1.105914 

Xi = 7. 200000 

Xe= 9.333333 

T = .9258201 
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SDi = 3.286336 

SDc = 3.153482 

P = .3271967 

SDi = 4.438468 

SDc = 7.193748 

P = .2352587 

SDi = .547723 

SDc = .500000 

P = .8208611 

SDi = .447214 

SDc = .500000 

P = .6296271 

SDi = 2.915476 

SDc = 6.982120 

P = .2904425 

SDi = 3.633180 

SDc = 4.358899 

P = .3727843 

Table 9 

Class Performance Results of Participants 

Class Designator: 

Incompetents: 

Onll 

Oml2 
Oml7 
Oml8 

Oml02 
Om33 
Om34 

Competents: 

On20 
On21 
On27 
On29 
On201 
Om28 
Om203 

Key: P = Pass 
N = No Pass 

1106 

N 
N 
N 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 

p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 
p 

NT = Course Not Taken 

1107 

NT 

NT 
B
NT 
NT 
B
C+ 

A 
B+ 
B
NT 
B+ 
NT 
NT 

All Letter grades represent usual A/F grading 

* Updated through Winter Quarter 1984 . 
University of Minnesota, Duluth 
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PEER CONFERENCING - HOW AND WHY 

by Elizabeth Baldwin 

Many articles, both scholarly and practical, have been 

written on one-to-one conferencing as a strategy in teaching 

composition, but relatively little has been written about the 

role of peer conferencing in the teaching of composition. At 

the University of Minnesota-Minneapolis, peer conferencing has 

become a central instructional strategy in the Composition Pro

gram; one of our goals has been to encourage each group member 

to participate by reacting as a reader, a live audience inter

acting with the writer's text. 

My purpose in these pages is to describe and expla~n col

laborative peer conferencing as I have experienced it in 

teaching freshman composition at the University of Minnesota; 

however, for those interested more in theory and research, my 

annotated bibliography may point the way to further reading. 

The model for peer conferencing which has been developed 

at the University of Minnesota has evolved as an integral part 

of our insistence that prewriting, drafts, and revision are 

parts of the writing process. Collaborative peer involvement on 

a formal, organized basis occurs after the writer has completed 

a draft and is actually the first step in "re-vision" (in which 

the writer sees the paper through someone else's eyes). 

We have found that a group size of four or five students 

is optimum within our program. A typical freshman composition 

class will divide into six or seven groups; students either 

assign themselves to the prearranged time slots or are selected 

by the instructor, who may group the students by ability (within 

schedule constraints). Conference groups usually retain the 

same m~mbers throughout the course, encouraging a rapport often 

missing in classes on our urban-commuter campus. 

On conference days, the instructor cancels class and 

meets each group for one hour. For example, four groups in a 

class might meet on Monday and three on Wednesday. Dividing the 

groups between two days is recommended because conferences can 

be intense periods of group dynamics. 
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Conferences are held in a variety of places. Some 

instructors choose to meet in their offices, which may pose 

problems with interruptions and seating arrangements. Our 

department provides several small conference rooms which, 

although some instructors complain about the "sterile" setting, 

have the advantage of minimizing.distractions and interruptions. 

Other instructors go to campus restaurants where they feel more 

relaxed. I find that I "people-watch" and eat too much in these 

restaurants, so I choose the somewhat sterile setting of 

conference tables. Obviously, teaching styles will affect the 

choice of location. 

Because conferences center on student texts, the most 

crucial part of the conference procedure is the prior exchange 

of texts within the group. The instructor sets the tone here by 

i~sisting that students bring their drafts and enough copies for 

the group and teacher to the class immediately prior to the con

ference. One benefit of conference groups is that an unusually 

high percentage of drafts get turned in on time, perhaps because 

students perceive that the~ is the real audience, not just 

the teacher, and to be late in turning in a draft is to be rude 

to the group. Again, the student may not be willing to admit to 

the group that he couldn't hand in his draft on time. Yet 

another reason might be that within the "process" framework as 

we teach it in the Composition Program, the student's first 

"offering" is a draft (as opposed to a finished paper). Stu

dents seem to hand in "drafts" on time, and I suspect that the 

concept of a draft not having to be perfect reduces writer's 

block to some degree. Whatever the case, 95% of my students 

bring their drafts at the appointed time. 

After we have received the drafts, I insist that students 

take their group's drafts home to read before they come to con

ference. I encourage them to write in margins, mark passages, 

comment profusely, and even write a separate sheet of comments 

if they wish. They soon get into the spirit of reacting to the 

text and use their comments as starting points for discussion in 

the conference: "I marked the third paragraph as confusing be-
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cause I couldn't see how you got from paragraph two to three," 

or "I liked this line ••• " Requiring each group participant to 

prepare in advance insures that each group member will have 

something to add to the discussion. The actual conference is 

usually held several days after the exchange of drafts. 

Styles of managing conferences probably sort themselves 

along a continuum with the two extremes being "directive" and 

"non-directive." Charles Duke discusses their relative merits 

as he compares "the student-centered conference" and psych

ological counseling: 

In counseling circles, much discussion centers on 

whether the directive or the non-directive 

approach achieves better results in counseling 

sessions. The directive approach favors the 

didactic and the prescriptive, operating on the 

assumption that the client has come for advice and 

help; therefore, the responsibility of the counse

lor, who presumably has more training and expert

ise in this field than his client, is to identify 

the client's problems and offer the remedies. 

This is the way that many writing students are 

treated and have been for years. But it has been 

found that the directive approach may cause the 

client to resist advice because he feels intimi

dated by the directness and often the bluntness of 

the advice he receives. The non-directive 

approach, however, uses the key assumption that 

most people are quite capable of helping them

elves if they are freed from emotional obstacles 

such as fear of intimidation and fear of failure. 

Both of these fears are very common with student 

writers and are primary causes for developing a 

hatred of writing. The role of the counselor, 

then, in the non-directive approach is to allow 

the client to relax and talk freely about how he 

might go about solving his problems. 
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I am by nature rather "directive" as a conference mana-

er; nevertheless, I struggle to reduce my participation to let 

the students take the reins. Of course, there are times when 

they simply wallow about, but I am much encouraged when I see 

them finding things I didn't see, often making suggestions to 

which I nod my head vigorously. Eventually we become equal 

participants and I am a facilitator rather than a "leader." 

Even when I am able to achieve the least possible inter

vention, I still "direct" conferences in several ways. I re

quest that the student read the paper for the group so that the 

writer may "recreate" the piece for us, allowing us to "hear" 

her voice. Often, the writer catches surface level errors in 

this reading. Sometimes, I'll ask another group member to read 

the piece aloud so that the writer can hear how an audience 

reads the prose. 

In the beginning, students will want to seize upon sur

face level errors (spelling, punctuation, and neatness) because 

these are easier to deal with than issues of structure, coher

ence, purpose, tone, and audience. Some guidance toward discus

sing "deeper level" problems is helpful and to that end, I have 

used a list of questions to help guide students in the right 

direction during conferences. [See list of questions.] 

Another directive role I play is to ask the author to 

describe for the group how she perceived the "macro-structure" 

of her paper; exactly what does each paragraph contribute to the 

whole? In analyzing the structure of her own prose and receiv

ing feedback from the group the student writer begins to per

ceive the rhetoric of structure and how she can manipulate 

structure to her own ends. 

I am always directive in one respect -- I insist that 

initial comments from group members must be positive. Maybe I'm 

lucky, but I've never found a student paper that didn't have 

_some strong points to praise before moving on to weaker areas. 

Watching the writer relax shoulders and unclench teeth as we 

chortle over a particularly witty line or compliment a good de

tail sets a positive, constructive tone for the rest of the con-
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ference. After all, we are not performing a post mortem on a 

finished work; we're engaged in a collaborative editorial 

session on "work-in-progress," and encouragement is half the 

battle. 

Another facilitating role I play is that of "time

keeper," setting and keeping time limits for discussing each 

student's paper. If the discussion has not reached closure, I 

hasten it. Of course, it may happen that the last paper to be 

discussed may receive short shrift, so I try to vary the order 

within conferences. 

After each individual's paper is discussed, I ask the 

writer to tell the group what changes he might make, to identify 

problems, and to suggest solutions. At this point confusion or 

uncertainty may surface and occasionally, a teacher~student 

conference after the peer conference will be necessary. 

The next step, revision, is essential to the entire pro

cess. Within a week after conferences, students hand in revised 

texts along with their rough drafts (so I can compare the two 

versions.) I grade only the revision. I'm sure I notice marked 

improvement over the drafts because I'm looking for it, but I 

really believe that the phrase, "better," that I mark in the 

margins of revisions reflects improvement and progress as a 

direct result of improved collaborative conference techniques. 

Last year I asked my freshmen to comment on changes in 

their attitudes and their writing process after completing a 

quarter of collaborative conferences. One student said: 

During the course of this class I have made some 

major achievements in both actual writing and atti

tude. I feel I have stopped using the small repe

titions that plagued my earlier papers and if one 

does appear, I'm able to fix it. Also, I am able 

to see my own errors better and determine how to 

frx them. 

titude. 

But my biggest improvement is in my at

I didn't like most of my high school pa-

pers and I didn't want others to read them. Now I 

have confidence in my writing and am proud of it. 
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Also, I know others won't compare my writing 

style with anyone else's, so it is just determined 

on its own merit. 

Another student commented: 

• •• I now can begin to write the first rough draft, 

which, when finished, will be revised and rewrit

ten. The paper is now ready for me to assess as a 

whole and get outside opinions (like our confer

ence group.) Taking the comments of others and my 

own observations, I make the needed structural, 

grammatical, and informational changes. 

On the surface, collaborative conferences appear to con

sume an inordinate amount of time. In our department, a normal 

teaching week would involve three hours of class time for each 

section; a conference week might involve seven or eight hours of 

contact time. I know I balked when first confronted with such a 

schedule! However, the benefits of peer conferences soon prove 

addictive; I am more satisfied after conferences than I was 

after handing back papers in the traditional writing class. I 

think students make much more progress in collaborative efforts 

than they do in isolation (to quote a student paper: "My big

est achievement in this course was getting over the attitude 

that I'm a poor writer and destined never to change. I really 

feel good now about my writing ••• ") On a practical level, after 

about a year I was able to dispense with my usual conscientious 

poring over drafts before the conferences'; a quick glance to 

circle and comment on the most obvious problems is sufficient 

because the group usually catches the important stuff. 

In spite of my conviction that the benefits of collabora

tive peer conferences outweigh time commitments, I recognize 

that some instructional schedules make it hard to follow the 

model we have adopted at the University of Minnesota. I doubt 

that anyone who teaches five sections of composition per quar

ter, as some of my colleagues at Community Colleges do, could 

survive 35 hours of conferences in one week. Some have suggest

ed that conferences could be held concurrently during classes 
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with the teacher joining several or all groups for a few minutes 

each, but when I tried this method, I found that the noise level 

prohibited the relaxed, contemplative atmosphere we had worked 

to establish in earlier conferences. Another possibility is to 

allow the students to meet on their own; however, my colleagues 

who are researching collaborative peer conferences have . found 

that freshmen tend to "wander" too much when working on their 

own. Of course, this may be a function of age and maturity; it 

is quite possible that older students would be more capable of 

staying on task without the direction of the teacher. 

In spite of time limitations, collaborative peer confer

encing is a sound instructional method which warrants expansion 

into other parts of the curriculum. Richard Gebhardt suggests 

that in addition to collaborative editing, peer conferences 

might concentrate on invention: locating promising topics, 

generating details, and clarifying focus. In fact, I suggest 

that in the future we will see peer conferencing employed to 

augment every phase of composing for all of us writers. 

SOME POSSIBLE QUESTIONS FOR TEACHERS TO ASK IN CONFERENCES 

Of the Writer: 
What do you like about your paper? 
What frustrates you about your paper? 
What do you want your paper to do? 
What meaning do you assume your readers will get from your 

paper? 
What plans do you have for your paper? 
What does the group's reaction tell you about what you need 

to do to achieve your purpose? 
Do these reactions make sense to you? 
What frustrates you about these reactions? 
What do you need to know from us? 
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Of the Readers: 
What do you think Ichabod's paper said? 
What was Priscilla's main point? 
Who would be interested in reading about this? 
What parts of Ichabod's paper would you like to hear more 

about? 
What changes would you make? 
What would you prefer? · 
Can you say that in another way? 
Who reacted differently? 
What puzzled you about this paper? 
How can we account for that? 
How is that significant? 
Is that plugging into anything? 
What does that help explain? 
Does that remind you of anything? 
How does this relate to ••• ? 
What are the options? 
What would be the consequences of doing that? 
How could you modify that idea to make it work for you? 

GE'ITING OUT OF THE QUESTION MODE 

It sounds like ••• 
What I hear you saying is ••• 
So you ••• 
It seems to me that you.,, 

EXPRESSING YOUR STATE OF MIND 

I'd like to know more about ••• 
I'm interested in, •• 
I didn't understand ••• 
It would help me if you could explain ••• 
When I read this my reaction was ••• 

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Beaven, Mary, "Peer Evaluation," from Charles Cooper and Lee 
Odell's Evaluation Writing : DescribinR, Measuring, and 
Evaluating . NCTE, 1977, pp. 148-153. 

Beaven explains how peer conferencing can work on the sec
ondary level and provides a good review of theory of why 
conferencing works for urban teenagers. 
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MINNESOTA COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF ENGLISH 

26th Annual Spring Conference 

Cragun•s Conference Center 

Brainerd, Minnesota 

April 19-20, 1985 

Sampling the Spring Convention 

• REPRESENTATIONAL PRESENTATIONS from over 
fifty sectional sessions in six time 
periods on Friday and Saturday 

Elementary Section: 
The Writing-Reading Connection 
Creative Thinking 
Vocabulary Development 

Secondary Section: 
Edgar Allen Poe Programs 
State. _writing Assessment 
High School/College Connection 

College Section: 
Centenary Views: Sinclair Lewis 
Readers• and Writers• Notebook 
Faculty Development in Teaching Composition 
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• CONFERENCE SPEAKERS 

Keynote: 
Theodore Hipple 
Professor of English Education 
University of Tennessee, Knoxville 
Incoming Chair of Secondary Section NCTE 

Banquet: 
Richard Peck 
Author of Young Adult Fiction 
Author: ARE YOU IN THE HOUSE ALONE? 

CLOSE ENOUGH TO TOUCH 

Elementary/Junior High Breakfast: 
Joyce Juntune 
Executive Director 
National Association for Gifted Children 

Luncheon: 
Jon Hassler 
Author-in-residence at St. John•s University 
Author: JEMMY 

A GREEN JOURNEY 

• SPECIAL FEATURES 

Poetry Reading following the Banquet 

Idea and Poster Exchange 
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Cooper, Charles R. "Teaching Writing by Conferencing," from 
Survival Through Language, edited by M. Bean, et al. 
Proceedings of Conference on Language and Communications, 
Department of Language and Communications, University of 
Pittsburgh. 

Cooper offers a good historical perspective on how confer
encing fits into a rhetorical framework (under invention). 
He shows how conferences help teachers get in touch with 
students and their writing at every stage in the writing 
process. 

Duke, Charles R. "The Student-Centered Conference and the Writ
ing Process." English Journal, December, 1975, pp. 44-47. 

Duke discusses benfits of conferences and why teachers have 
been reluctant to adopt conferences in their classes. He 
gives useful advice on adapting the strategies of non-di
rective counseling such as focusing, clarifying, using 
acceptance and approval words, using reassurance phrasing, 
and providing non-directiv.e leads. He places conferences 
firmly within the writing process. 

Elbow, Peter. Writing Without Teachers. Oxford: Oxford Uni
versity Press, 1973. 

Elbow blends the theoretical and practical in his advice 
to groups of writers wishing to help each other. Partic
ularly helpful are his tips about accepting criticism from 
group members. 

Ellman, Neil. "Structuring peer evaluation for greater student 
independence." In Stanford, E. (Ed.), How to Handle the 
Paper Load. NCTE, 1979. 

Ellman offers a check list based on concepts taught in his 
class. 

Gebhardt, Richard. "Teamwork and Feedback: Broadening the Base 
of Collaborative Writing," College English, 42, _No. 1 
(1980), 69-74. 

Gebhardt deals with collaborative writing, the theory 
behind it, and its role in reducing the writer's isolation. 
He proposes expanding collaborative writing into earlier 
stages of writing instead of concentrating on the editing 
process. 
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REVIEW 

by James Bonner 

THE COMPUTER IN COMPOSITION INSTRUCTION 

A WRITER'S TOOL 

William Wresch, Editor (Urbana, IL:· NCTE, 1984, 221 pages). 

The Computer in Composition Instruction, a collection of 

thirteen computer application projects in composition, has 

between its covers an important portion of the work that is 

being done in Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI). While much, 

if not all, of this material has been previously published, it 

was time this information was compiled. The work of some of the 

most respected people in the field is represented here, result

ing in an informative text which can and should be explored by 

writing instructors at every level of education. 

Even to those writing instructors who are unfamiliar with 

the computer and its applications to the writing process, this 

is an easily understood and accessible text. William Wresch, 

the book's editor and author of one of the articles, has effec

tively organized the text into four parts: I. Prewriting 

Approaches, II. Editing and Grammar Programs, III. Word Process

ing Research and Applications, and IV. Programs for the Writing 

Process. 

The first section, "Prewriting Approaches," discusses the 

use of the computer as a tool for invention, guiding the student 

past the frustrating initial stages of topic selection and devel

opment. Students who cooperatively apply themselves to these 

programs should leave the computer with enough inspiration and 

invention to continue their subject discovery. The articles 

included here are: "Recollections of First-Generation Computer

Assisted Prewriting" by Hugh Burns, "Computer-Based Creative 

Problem Solving" by Dawn Rodrigues and Raymond Rodrigues, and 

"SEEN: A Tutorial and User Network for Hypothesis Testing" by 

Helen Schwartz. 

The second section, "Editing and Grammar Programs," 

familiarizes the reader with the potential of computer programs 

which both aid students in editing/revision concerns and free 
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instructors of some of the extensive correcting responsibilities 

inherent to the profession. Kathleen Kiefer and Charles Smith's 

"Improving Students' Revising and Editing: The Writer's Work

bench System" is especially worthy of notice for those institu

tions who are able to invest the considerable funds required to 

purchase and operate this program. For those institutions whose 

funds are more restricted, "HOMER: Teaching Style with a Micro

computer" by Michael Cohen and Richard Lanham and Michael 

Sothwell's "The COMP-LAB Writing Modules: Computer Assisted 

Grammar Instruction" appear to be good alternatives. 

The most widely recognized application of computers in 

writing is in word processing, which is the general theme of the 

third section, "Word Processing Research and Applications." The 

subjects of these articles range from why and how word process

ing should be incorporated into a writing program ("Integrating 

Computers into a Writing Curriculum; or, Buying Begging, and 

Building" - Lillian Bridwell and Donald Ross), the effects of 

~ord processing on writers in general ("Real-Time Gadgets with 

Feedback: Special Effects in Computer-Assisted Writing" -

Stephen Marcus), and the reactions children have to using a word 

processor ("Can the Computer Stimulate Writers' Inner Dia

logues?" by Collette Diaute). Due to the surge of popularity in 

word processing in and out of education, this section may be the 

most immediately useful to the writing program just beginning to 

explore computers in composition. 

The fourth section, "Programs for the Writing Process," 

is devoted to computer programs which combine elements of the 

projects in the preceding sections into single programs. All 

stages of writing, prewriting, word processing and revising, are 

included and give users an opportunity to develop their writing 

with the use of one program, developed by a single group of 

individuals. This approach can have its advantages, taking a 

more consistent approach to the final product than might be 

found using a series of different programs. The disadvantages 

are that these all-purpose programs may not be as comprehensive 

in each of the elements as are the programs whose aims are less 
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diverse. The four articles in this section are: "Questions, 

Answers, and Automated Writing" - William Wresch, "WANDAH: 

Writing-Aid AND Author's Helper" - Ruth Von Blum and Michael 

Cohen, "Wordsworth II: Process-Based CAI for College Composi

ion Teachers" - Cynthia Selfe, and "Toward the Design of A 

Flexible, Computer-Based Writing Environment" - Christine 

Neuwirth. 

Included in all of the articles that are descriptions of 

· · CAI r examples of the interaction between ex1st1ng programs a e 

program and user, making for clearer comprehension of how these 

programs successfully do what they do. Also, the authors have 

been candid in describing their works' problems and shortcomings 

to give readers a more realistic set of expectations for what 

computers can and cannot do for writing programs. For those 

people interested in purchas{ng, all the articles have 

information on hardware requirements and software availability. 

Finally, The Computer in Composition Instruction demon

strates the advances in CAI for _composition that have been made, 

and is encouraging as to the very real possibilities the comput

er has to offer the writing curriculum. However, this book in 

no way offers any pretense to comprehensiveness in this new 

field of study; therefore, a detailed bibliography is included, 

offering the interested readers ample information for further 

investigation. 
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SAKI: ANTI-REFORMER 

and 

FREEDOM TO KNOW AND TO TEACH 

by Don H. Otto 

This report started out as a straightforward analysis of 

the ideas in Saki (Hector Hugh Monro), about whom I wrote a dis

sertation in 1968. But as I worked on a draft, I could not keep 

out of my thoughts the subject of my current project, a book 

about teachers' lives. So I quit resisting impulse and let !!!.Y.. 

life as a teacher remind me that Saki might now be censored for 

his ideas that are not currently in fashion. I am not apolo

gizing for mixing literature and life. I have been trying to do 

that in the classr9om for years, and I believe in it. But I do 

warn those readers who turn to this article to study literature 
that you will also hear about life. 

Saki seemed like an innocent dissertation topic. When I 

told the family that it had been approved by my distant Ph.D. 

committee, even my youngest child had heard of the author. When 

she mentioned "The Open Window," in her sixth grade reader, and 

told the story, the older kids remembered that one and one or 

two others, probably "Sredni-Vashtar" and "The Lumber-Room." 

- As you know, each of these stories presents a juvenile protag

onist: Vera (15), Nicholas(?), and Conradin (10). That protag

onist is in a dependent state and seizes an opportunity to 
strike back at the race of adults, the power figures in an adult-

dominated world. The juvenile usually strikes back by a lie 

that causes one adult to have self-inflicted discomfort. Some

times the trouble is temporary, as with Conradin's aunt; some

times more dangerous, as with the neurotic Mr. Nuttel; sometimes 

permanent, as in the death of Nicholas's guardian. But we 

hasten to point out that Saki makes it easy for us to suspend 

our belief in seriousness of death. We may be disturbed and 

sickened by the violence of Gremlins or of a Saturday morning 

cartoon hour for children, but Saki's deaths do not disturb us. 
Instead, like the conclusions of his nonviolent stories, they 

are likely to cheer us up . 
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So my children, the three of them at home, all laughed 

when I told them about my topic. My oldest was in the artil-

lery in Viet Nam at the time. -- If my kids could enjoy Saki, 

the topic must be innocent enough. Even I had no idea of the 

controversy that might be involved in Saki's ideas. 

But I did know that the selection of the topic had been 

entangled with controversy. Four years before, at forty, I had 

decided to move to junior college teaching and leave behind some 

of the petty annoyances of high school: lunchroom duty, little 

time for preparation, discipline details, and so forth. Once in 

junior college, I elected to start again on a Ph.D. program I 

had dropped twelve years before. At once, I talked with the 

chairman at USC about a topic for my dissertation. He approved 

and agreed to supervise a study of the effects of nineteenth cen

tury religious turmoil on the work of certain Victorian writers. 

I completed the course work, took a job in a Presbyterian 

college in Illinois, and prepared to begin on the dissertation. 

Unexpectedly, I confronted a rather serious problem. My 

first reader had resigned the chairmanship of the department in 

one of those recurring squabbles pitting the old against the 

young. Now, with administrative responsibilities behind him, he 

was prepared to enjoy some of the leisure of the theory class; 

so he was off to Turkey for a year. The second reader would 

take over. 

It was 1967. The second reader was a popular young 

orator with high ratings from students who liked his political 

and social ideas. The first reader was one of those old-time 

scholars with a national reputation who believed in the toler

ance preached by John Stuart Mill and by Milton and Jefferson 

and others in the humane tradition. -- If I seem more sympathet

ic to the older man, it is only in part because I am now old 

myself. The bogey-men of my youth were people who knew the 

TRUTH, the one TRUTH, and were intolerant of any rival claims to 

truth, people like Hitler. -- The second reader knew the TRUTH. 

The topic that had been approved for three years was simply not 

appropriate for a dissertation in English, he said; it belonged 
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in religion or philosophy. I had no choice but to scramble for 

a topic that would meet his individual standards of appropriate

ness. 

When I settled on Saki, then, it was not the result of 

long study of the man and his works. I chose him only because 

no one else had previously tried the topic and because Saki was 

acceptable to the second reader; I could live with the topic for 

two summers. 

When the first reader returned from Turkey, he was in for 

a surprise, but I am sure had had been through enough departmen

tal political skirmishes to accept it with tolerance. In any 

case, he also found Saki an interesting writer, 

So in the summers of 1967 and 1968 and the college year 

between, I used the great and uncensored library at the Univer

sity of Illinois and the adequate and uncensored library at 

Washington University, as well as smaller collections, to 

investigate the development of method and meaning in the fiction 

of Saki. 

The method was fairly easy to trace. He had learned 

verbal wit from Oscar Wilde and others and had exhibited his 

skill in that direction in his nonfiction Rise of the Russian 

Empire. (Reviewing historians said humor was out of place in 

history writing, however,) His juvenile protagonist observing 

an improbable world came from Lewis Carroll; he displayed his 

understanding of the method in a series of newspaper articles, 

illustrated by Gould, called The Westminster Alice. After var

ious experiments with different juvenile protagonists of differ

ent degrees of action-ability, he had developed the characteris

tic Saki plot, the kind we find in The Open Window • .. He used the 

methods he had developed quite successfully in about fifteen or 

twenty short stories, with less success in a few other stories 

and in one novel. He also produced short stories on entirely 

different models, reflective essays, and one serious novel that 

only occasionally and incidentally included humor. His plays 

were not markedly successful. His peak as a fiction writer 

lasted about a dozen years. He was killed at the age of forty-
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six in the trenches of World War I. 

I explored all of this as President Lyndon Johnson 

fumbled on in Viet Nam, as campus riots occurred at large 

universities, as the mood of college teachers and students 

became more and more ugly. 

In the mid-sixties in California, I had gone to dinner 

with my office mate and another young English teacher at 

Cerritos Junior College, and they had kept me informed of the 

progress of eruptions at Berkeley. They were single, a dozen 

years younger than I, and they drove . to Berkeley one weekend 

each month to take part in the demonstrations. They laughed a 

bit and told me they really went there to meet girls. (The term 

"girls" was still used then.) 

But early in 1968 Gene McCarthy ran against the President 

in New Hampshire; although he did not win, he did take forty-two 

percent of the vote. Four days later, Senator Robert Kennedy 

announced his candidacy for the nomination. Two weeks after

ward, President Johnson informed the nation that he would not 

~run for re-election. Four days later, Martin Luther King was 

assassinated. Two months and two days later, Robert Kennedy, 

apparently on the way to the nomination, was fatally shot. 

It was a bad time to be writing a dissertation, partic

ularly one about a Tory who thought of war as exciting and 

believed in honor, duty, country. 

That summer my own son came back from Viet Nam. He had 

been wounded, but he was well now. He was non-political and 

quietly began his classes on a church campus where the chaplain 

and the political science and sociology and philosophy teachers 

taught everyone that our soldiers in Viet Nam had been 

murderers. My son got good grades and was soon ready to begin 

life again. With that anxiety passed, we could once more face 

social engagements without worrying too much about what might be 

said. We, too, had learned to keep our cool. It is a thing to 

learn in any McCarthy era. 

I had been there before. 

Back in the spring of 1951, my principal at Washington 
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Irving Junior High in Des Moines called me into his office to 

tell me as casually as he could that the school nurse had 

informed him that one of the new teachers was.a dangerous sub

versive: me. The principal was active in the Navy Reserve, and 

he knew that I was still active in the Army Reserve; this was 

fortunate, for he told her that the government had checked my 

background and had given me an excellent security rating. When 

he had asked her for more details about my subversiveness, he 

had discovered that she had heard me state at lunch my support 

for President Truman's so-called socialized medicine program. 

That statement was enough to condemn me, in her eyes; for she 

taught in her girls' hygiene classes that Franklin Roosevelt had 

been one of the monsters of history. It was early in the 

McCarthy era, the Joe McCarthy era. Even after that incident, I 

was unable to be discreet. In 1952, I even admitted to my 

students that I was the precinct committee chairman for the Demo

cratic Party; since I was poor enough to live in the school's 

neighborhood, their parents already knew it, anyhow. 

So I had been there before. 

But now it was the summer of 1968. I was studying Saki's 

meaning. The little college campus was absorbed in American 

politics, but I was absorbed in completing an acceptable manu

script of a dissertation on an early twentieth century British 

Tory. When I had settled on the topic, I had not even known 

Saki's politics. Now, however, I wondered if teachers would 

stop using his fiction in class if they discovered where he 

stood on matters that were vital to them. It was the second 

McCarthy era, the Gene McCarthy time; a clear majority on my 

campus supported Gene, not Humphrey. Once again, people who 

knew the TRUTH were on the alert for political heretics. For

tunately, I was no longer an Army Reservist. Yet I was a 

heretic; I was for Humphrey. 

As one gets into Saki, though, it is difficult to see how 

the militant young teachers and students of the 196O's could 

find much fault with Saki's meanings, particularly if they read 

only his most often anthologized short stories. 
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His protagonists are all either young or, as in the case 

f Lady Carlotta, young at heart. One of them, Reginald, con

cludes a piece entitled "Reginald on the Academy" by saying, "To 

have reached thirty is to have failed in life." In the sixties, 

it was popular to repeat the fashionable slogan "Don't trust 

anyone over thirty". (Notable exceptions were made, of course: 

Gene McCarthy, Herbert Marcuse, and most of the new left college 

teachers I knew.) 

Saki's targets, adults who are temporarily upset by the 

actions of the young protagonists, are almost always middle-aged 

or old, and they are part of the establishment of his time: 

from duchesses and prime ministers down to dull middle-class per

sons who live too quietly for their own good in modest but unim

aginative patterns of life . Some of them, of course, are aunts 

or the equivalents, for the tyrants of Saki's own youth were the 

aunts who raised him. Surely the 196O's would have considered 

such straight arrows as fair game for attack. 

And to the youth of the Gene McCarthy era, the methods of 

attack in Saki's stories would seem inoffensive: lying to older 

people, making fun of them, embarrassing them, leading them into 

traps, even using an occasional bomb or vicious animal to remove 

them from an earth they are polluting. Anyone who saw televi

sion shots of students at the University of Wisconsin refusing 

to permit Hubert Humphrey to speak in the campaign of 1968 would 

understand Saki's youthful protagonists. It was generally 

agreed in the sixties that there were some people, like a boy 

in a Saki story, who would be improved by death. Lyndon Johnson 

would probably have headed the list. But there were many more; 

for example, Dean Rusk, who somehow could not requalify for his 

old professorship after being an academic heretic in Johnson's 

cabinet. Denying a teacher his or her career rights is a long-

sanctioned way of murder, even though the murder does not 

include the body. All people with power who know the TRUTH use 

that means of murder. 

November 6, 1968, was the day of the election. The 
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choice was between Richard Nixon and Hubert Humphrey. A few 

days before the election, our small faculty met for some sor;; of 

luncheon, and I sat at a table with two of our most outspoken 

new left politicians. They informed me that they were voting 

for Nixon. When I expressed surprise, they explained that it 

was necessary to punish Humphrey for not condemning Lyndon 

Johnson. 

Nixon carried Illinois by a few thousand votes, the 

nation by about nine hundred thousand. Heresy in Humphrey had 

been thoroughly punished. 

-- Now the censors of our time would probably not object 

to those elements of Saki's fiction that I have described up to 

this point. Nor would they object to some of the other speci

fics of his fiction. He was opposed to giving power to mer

chants; he frequently sneered at shopkeepers and made fun of 

something then called "the romance of business." (See "Clovis 

on the Alleged Romance of Business.") -- Now, no self-respecting 

English teacher would quibble with this attitude. No matter how 

many new cars we have in our garages, we like to think of our

selves as s ymbolically identified with the poor, and we wear 

blue work shirts to prove it as we drive away from our bilevel 

shacks and on to class. So we have no quarrel with Saki there. 

We do not really quarrel with Saki's call for noble, 

aristocratic, stylish leaders to replace the mediocrities who 

win elections but lack decisiveness. However much we may praise 

a contemplative Hamlet, we admire the Renaissance Kennedy men 

and the Rockefellers, either Nelson or Jay, knowing that they 

are true aristocrats and, therefore, capable of decisive action. 

We understand that portion of the Romantic era that Saki brought 

into the twentieth century. We do so in part because the six

ties and seventies continued or revived such romantic attitudes. 

The Ph.D. may have replaced the baron of Medieval romance; we 

may even send the Ph.D. to government, or try to: McGovern, 

Kissinger, Galbraith, and so on. Our democracy in academia 

permits allegiance to a class system, if it is the right one . 

And we expect our leaders to know the TRUTH, to be decisive and 
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Saki wanted leaders like that. 

In addition, we respect good taste, as Saki did. He was 

shocked by slobs who could not appreciate a gourmet soup, for 

instance; he objected to the low artistic level of popular 

songs, popular performances, popular singers. He appreciated an 

order of monks because they had produced a fine liqueur. He 

thought good taste in clothing was essential. -- Those who have 

been fans of Jackie Onassis will understand, I am sure. People 

of the academic world generally prefer a practiced snob to a 

poor slob. 
But scattered through his wor.k were little bits of 

nastiness that most of us would find unpleasant. Some would be 

unpleasant enough to warrant censorship, particularly if we wish 

to rewrite history and if we know the TRUTH. As teachers, we 

must ask ourselves whether the students who absorb Hefner's 

Playboy philosophy and Fortune's power philosophy, and read 

Cosmopolitan, MS, and the editorial page in the Minneapolis 

Tribune are strong enough to read Saki. 

He thought of war as a test of one's manhood. In his own 

life, he volunteered for a place as an ordinary soldier (refus

ing commissions) in a fighting unit; eventually he died in the 

trenches. Again and again, he lampooned pacifism and all paci

fists. In a short story called "The Toys of Peace," he seemed 

to say that war was natural to human beings (as an anthropol

ogist suggested sixty years later). He more or less admitted to 

acting under the influence of Nietzsche, and the reader can 

identify that influence often in his stories. His final novel, 

When William Came, published in 1913, was a warning against 

Britain's lack of preparation for war with Germany (a problem J. 

F. Kennedy's Harvard thesis dealt with, but about a later war); 

he chauvinistically dramatized his message by depicting the low

ering of standards of taste if the Germans were to occupy 

England. Now and then, he pecked away at any threat he could 

find to traditional British standards, whether from Americans, 

Germans, or Jews, all of whom he more or less grouped together. 

We may remember that T. S. Eliot, Evelyn Waugh, and others of 
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the time did much the same. 

Some of his stories seem to be attacks on unions. They 

are. More accurately, however, we can say that they are attacks 

on government and business leaders who are too weak to control 

the power of unions. (See "The Unkindest Blow.") He attacks 

with humor, of course, 

He also attacks with humor the suffragettes of his time. 

This may be very hard for us to take, and on this matter we are 

cur·rently involved in the most delicate of negotiations between 

and about men and women. Do we dare to submit even this problem 

to the caprice of the god Humor? Perhaps we do not. Here 

again he is attacking weak government leaders. In this case, he 

does so by dramatizing actions of strong, decisive leaders. In 

the story "Hermann the Irascible--A Story of the Great Weep," he 

has an effective British ruler meet the demands of the suffra

gettes by causing the Parliament to pass a law requiring all 

women to vote, then making innumerable additional offices elec

tive rather than appointive. We know enough about human nature 

to realize that once we have the right to vote, we are not 

likely to be over-zealous about exercising that right. In a 

later story, "The Gala Programme," Saki goes farther. Dropping 

back to the days of Rome and an imaginary emperor, he causes the 

suffragettes to be thrown to the lions; that is, when the suffra

gettes threatened to stop the races by a protest, the emperor 

simply changes the order of the programme and brings the lions 

on instead of the races. -- Are we secure enough to joke about 

such issues today? 

Saki has something to say about the Anglican Church of 

his time, much of it relevant today if we can keep our sense of 

humor. He has much to say about the poor quality of education 

in Britain; the modern British and we, as respectful cousins, 

may not choose to look at that. Most of all he believes we 

should make our lives creative and break out of the grooves we 

settle into far too soon. On this theme, we might find some of 

his less popular stories worth reading again. 

But this is not a paper about literature. It is about 
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life. On the whole, Saki is a relatively harmless writer. He 

\ oes entertain. He can even make students think, particularly 

·if they have been taught by us that there is only one side of 

each issue, the TRUTH as we teach it. I would hate to see his 

stories removed from anthologies and from libraries. My stu

dents, and yours, need to encounter a few heretics. 

On the other hand, I am neither a fascist nor a member of 

the extreme left. When I am being honest, I don't think much of 

the rigidity of people like me, in the middle. Not one of us 

has the moral stature to determine what our kids should be free 

to learn. All of us need to question the tolerance of our own 

teaching practices. Bad teaching begins this way: "I know the 

TRUTH. Therefore, anyone who teaches otherwise should get out. 

And so on II 

If there is another McCarthy waiting to give his or her 

name to an era of censorship and repression, I sincerely hope 

hat it will not be in our country. I also hope that the name, 

instead of McCarthy, will not be my name, or yours, whoever you 

are. But on the question of freedom for others, we'll walk a 

difficult path. We most endanger our students and other 

teachers when we think that path is easy to follow. 

Nevertheless, I am prepared to survive, no matter who 

wishes to censor and repress ideas. I hope you will be 

d Survl·val is essential in teaching, not just for prepare, too. 
the teachers, but for the benefit of our kids. 
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REVIEWS-- 1984 YOUNG ADULT FICTION 

by Susan Richardson 

Eagar, Gary. LIFE. IS. NOT. FAIR. Clarion, $11.95 

Set in Kansas City in 1959, this is the story of Louis Lamb 

who desperately wants to change his image in junior high 

from "dip" to "cool". His friendship with Dewitt, the new 

black kid, complicates things, and Louis eventually 

realizes that being different can be good. A novel of 

hope. Ages 10-14. 

Bond, Nancy. A PLACE TO COME BACK TO. Atheneum, $12.95. 

A thoughtful novel about the joys and pains of friend

ship. Charlotte, Oliver, Kath and Andy of previous 

books return, but, Charlotte realizes, are changing as 

they mature. Oliver, a self-reliant son of divorced 

parents, has been living with his great-uncle. When the 

old man dies, Oliver is bitter about leaving Concord and 

demands more of Charlotte than she is comfortable giving. 

Slow-moving; excellent characterization. Ages 12-16. 

Cohen, Barbara. ROSES. Lothrop, $11.50. 

This contemporary Beaut y and the Beast story features 

Isabel, a beautiful and talented high school senior who 

must work for a hideously deformed man whose youthful 

extravagances had caused a girl's death. At the same time 

Isabel's understanding classmate Rob helps her overcome her 

fear of close, loving relationships. Interesting charac

ters and skillful first person narrative will involve 

readers in this romantic novel. Ages 13-17. 

Dygard, Thomas. TOURNAMENT UPSTART. Morrow, $9.50/ 

A high school basketball story told from the coach's per

spective, as a smalltown team battles its way to the state 

championship finals. There is more than just a battle of 

physical prowess, however; quarreling among the team 

members could prevent the team from doing its best. An ex

cellent sports story which successfully ,creates the tension 

of tournament play. Ages 12-17. 
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Highwater, Jamake. LEGEND DAYS. Harper, $10.89. 

Orphaned after a smallpox epidemic wipes out her tribe, 

eleven year old Amana is taken in by Grandfather Fox, who 

gives her a warrior's courage and a hunter's prowess. 

These gifts give her strength as she watches the progres-

sive disintegration of her tribe at the hands of the 

white man. A poetic story with much symbolism, moving in 

its description of a race's struggle for survival. Ages. 

13-17. 

Hunter, Mollie. HOLD ON TO LOVE. Harper, $11.89. 

Sequel to A Sound of Chariots, this continues the story of 

spirited and independent Bridie McShane, whose pursuit of a 

writing career leads her to her first love. Set in pre

World War II Edinburgh, the descriptions of Scottish life 

are involving and real. An engaging and satisfying story. 

Ages 12-16. 

Johnson, Annabel. THE DANCER QUOTIENT. Harper, $12.89. 

Casey is a supergenius in an undergound colony who travels 

back in time to 1981 to find out why survivors of a nuclear 

war are dying. As he becomes involved with the family who 

takes him in, he realizes that it was his own actions in 

previous generations which determined their fate and his. 

A skillfully paced, believable time travel story. Ages 13-

17. 

Kerr, M. E. HIM SHE LOVES? Harper, 1984. 215pp. $10.89. 

Henry falls in love with Valerie Kissenwiser whose father 

is a TV comedian. Henry fails to make a good impression on 

Al Kiss (the father's stage name) and becomes the butt of 

Kiss' nationally broadcast comedy routines. The characters 

of this novel are incredibly funny but larger than life, 

except for Henry. Enjoyable, it is; realistic it's not. 

Ages 13-17. 

Langton, Jane. THE FRAGI LE FLAG. Harper & Row, $11.89. 

Georgie of Fledgling fame walks from her home in Massachu

setts to Washington DC to personally deliver her entry in a 

writing contest for children on "What the Flag Means to 
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Me", sponsored by the President, who is meanwhile the cen

ter of controversy over his proposed Peace Missile, , 

Georgie's magical and terrifying vision of the future 

prompted by an old family flag would be unbelievable in the 

hands of anyone but this talented author, who makes us be

lieve that a child could really make the difference in our 

future. Ages 9-13. 

MacLachlan, Patricia. UNCLAIMED TREASURES. Harper, 118pp. 

$10.89. 

Willa and her twin Nicholas live next door to Horace, his 

artist father, and two eccentric aunts. Willa had hoped to 

find her true love that summer, and after being sidetracked 

by other concerns· (a new baby sister, and Horace's parents 

and their tenuous relationship), she discovers her true 

love was there all along. An ordinary and extraordinary 

tale, sensitively and poetically written. Ages 12-15. 

Naylor, Phyllis Reynolds. NIGHT CRY. Atheneum, 1984. 154pp. 

$10.95. 

Haunting story, skillfully written. Often left alone on 

their Mississippi farm when her father becomes a travelling 

salesman, Ellen must face both real and imagined fears, and 

finally realizes she can have confidence in herself. The 

suspenseful climax is absoring and real. Ages 10-14. 

Orlev, Uri. THE ISLAND ON BIRD STREET. Houghton Mifflin, 

$10.95. 

A moving story of the Holocaust. Eleven year old Alex is 

left on his own in an empty Polish ghetto when his mother 

disappears and his father is "selected" by the German 

army fdr a work camp. Showing amazing survival skills, 

Alex manages to hold out until his father miraculously 

returns. A story of courage, all too realistic in its 

grim details, but inspiring and thought provoking. Ages 11-

15. 

Paulsen, Gary, TRACKER. Bradbury, 1984. 90pp. $9.95. 

A Minnesota author tells the haunting story of thirteen 

year old John who must hunt a deer for his family's winter 
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meat. This is his first hunt alone because his grandfather 

is dying of cancer and cannot go with him. John stalks a 

doe but cannot kill her--his tracking becomes a metaphor 

for life, death and letting go. Simple but powerful. 

Ages 12-16. 

Petersen, P.J. HERE'S TO THE SOPHOMORES. Delacorte, $13.95. 

A sequel to Would You Settle for Im probable?, this features 

the same cast of characters, only now the focus is on non

conformist Warren and his refusal to attend high school 

assemblies. His friends, Michael and Margaret, become in

volved in the resulting ruckus. An ending that's a trifle 

too pat, but excellent dialogue and serious issues, well 

tempered with humor make very enjoyable reading. Ages 

12-16. 

Sutcliff, Rosemary. BONNIE DUNDEE. Dutton. $12.50. 

An excellent historical novel, following the author's tra

dition of effectively weaving fact and fiction. This is 

the story of young Hugh Herriott who follows Claverhouse, 

leader of the King's Cavalry in 17 Century Scotland, even 

though it means Hugh must forsake his own family, religious 

Covenanters who oppose the King. Rich in dialect and evoc

ative in descriptive prose, this book will be much appre

ciated by readers who make the effort to read its tiny 

print. Ages 12-up. 

Sweeney, Joyce. CENTERLINE. Delacorte, $14.95. 

An abusive, alcoholic father forces the five Cunning boys 

to steal the family car and run away from home. Each broth

er is a distinct, believable character, and although each 

is not always likeable, during the course of the novel all 

become very real. This story has all the ingredients of a 

classic YA novel: adventure, physical conflict, family 

problems, and a little sex. Very reminiscent of Hinton's 

The Outsiders. Ages 14-up: 

Tenny, Dixie. CALL THE DARKNESS DOWN. Atheneum, $11.95. 

Morpha Owens is an American Student at a college in Wales 

who is trying to unravel the mystery surrounding her Welsh 
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mother's background. The mystery takes on supernatural 

elements but the mix of fantasy and reality is skillfully 

accomplished. Excellent storytelling--both compelling and 

satisfying. Ages 13-17. 

Voigt, Cynthia. BUILDING BLOCKS. Atheneum, 1984. 128pp. 

$10.95. 

Brann ' Connell travels back in time through a fortress of 

building blocks, and meets his father as a ten-year-old 

boy. Seeing his father's family--a bullying father, an 

ineffectual mother and four mean siblings, Brann comes 

to understand his father's quiet ways and seeming lack 

of confidence. The incredulous time warp is skillfully 

written in a completely believable manner. Ages 10-14. 

############ 

A SELECTION OF BOOKS FOR YOUNG ADULTS 

by Rebecca Rapport 

Alexander, Lloyd. THE BEGGAR QUEEN. Dutton, 1984. 248pp. 

$11.95. 

The climax to the Westmark trilogy. The war with Regia 

has ended but Westmark is still a place filled with con

flict, albeit internal. Some surprise twists, a bitter

sweet, ironic ending to the story of Mickle, now Queen of 

Westmark. Many moral issues dealt with in a complex, no

simple-solution manner. For those readers who enjoy in

trigue, adventure, politics, romance and masterful story

telling. Ages 11-16 . 

Asimov, Isaac, Martin Greenberg, & Charles Waugh, eds. YOUNG 

MUTANTS. 256pp. $10.89. 

Another in a series of fine anthologies of science fiction 

stories. In these all the children have special powers, 

sometimes inspiring. Collection includes stories by Ray 

Bradbury; Alan E. Nourse and other well known science 
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fiction writers. Should be well received by readers of 

the genre. Ages 12 and up. 

Bierhorst, John, ed • . THE HUNGRY WOMAN. 

THE AZTECS. Morrow, 1984. 148pp. 

MYTHS AND LEGENDS OF 

$9.50. 

Stories which were repeated for centuries but not written 

down until the 1500's after the Spanish conquest give 

readers perspective and an understanding of Aztec life not 

before possible. Begins with creation myths and ends with 

legends told about Montezuma's defeat by Cortez and stories 

told after the conquest. A treasury of beliefs and customs 

which is illustrated in small black and white drawings done 

by Aztec artists and influenced by their European conquer

ors. The transformation of a civilization through story 

and illustrations. Ages 11 and up. 

Delton, Judy. KITTY IN HIGH SCHOOL. Houghton Mifflin, 1984. 

114pp. $10.95. 

Problems of growing up as seen through the eyes of a young 

all girls' Catholic high school. Today's readers will 

especially ~njoy the girls' reactions to the new televi

sion and their problems with the prom dress code. Dia

logue rings true as do the characters and their actions. 

Another in a series of books about Kitty. Ages 9-14. 

Hamilton, Virginia. A LITTLE LOVE. Philomel, 1984. 207pp. 

$10.95. 

A story of many kinds of love, the most important of which 

is the self-love which Sheema finds by the end of her 

search for the father who deserted her when she was an in

fant. Rich use of language and realistic Black English. 

Multi-faceted characters the reader becomes involved with 

in the opening episode. Ages 15-18. 

Haugaard, Erik Christian. 

Mifflin, 1984. 234pp. 

THE SAMURAI'S TALE. 

$12.95. 

Houghton 

The story of Taro, the son of a defeated Samurai, whose 

life is spared by a powerful Lord. A book of sweeping con

trasts: brutality, civilization, beauty and desperate cir

cumstances. Marked by poetic use of language and richly 
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drawn characters. Extensive listing of characters with 

difficult names for Westerners opens the story but provides 

necessary background. Book ends with the end of Taro's 

youth due to the defeat of his noble Lord. A sequel will 

surely follow; an honorable Samurai must seek revenge. 

Ages 12 and up. 

Highwater, Jamake. LEGEND DAYS. Harper, 1984. $10.95. 

The only one of her family to escape a smallpox epidemic, 

Amana has a mystical experience which transforms her into 

a woman/man, breaching the dichotomy between the sexes in 

Native American life. The combination of descriptions of 

Native American life and religion gives the reader a feel

ing for a way of life long ago. Poetic language, Native 

American rhythms. Ages 12 and up. 

Janeczko, Paul B., ed. STRINGS: A GATHERING OF FAMILY POEMS. 

Bradbury, 1984. 164pp. $11.95. 

A comprehensive collection of poems covering every aspect 

of family life: spouse, parent, child, sibling, grand
child. The selection also includes poems which depict the 

entire spectrum of family emotions; many are about loving 

but others deal with anger, resentment and bitterness. Mod

ern poets whose work is presented include X.J. Kennedy, Siv 

Cedering, Donald Hall, Robert Bly and many other well known 

poets. A moving collection for exploring such an important 

American institution: the family. Ages 12 and up. 

Kiesel, Stanley. SKINNY MALINKY LEADS THE WAR FOR KIDNESS. 

Lodestar/Dutton, 1984. 176pp. $12.95. 

In this sequel to The War Between the pitiful Teachers and 

the Splendid Kids Skinny Malinky again must defend kids' 

rights to be kids against a sinister red ant, Mr. Foreclo

sure. Biting satire, offbeat situations and zany charac

ters. Ages 12-16. 

Perez, N. A. THE SLOPES OF WAR. Houghton Mifflin, 1984. 

202pp. $10.95. 

Historically atcurate account of the terrible Battle of 

Gettysburg told mainly through the eyes of the Summerhill 
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family, some of. whom live in Gettysburg while others fight 

on both sides. Perspective even-handed since the writer is 

sympathetic to both sides, illuminating the causes of the 

conflict in a not too simplistic or preachy manner. War 
and all its ugliness is realistically depicted. Ending 

gives Gettysburg Address new meaning for young adult read

ers. Ages 11 and up. 

Rylant, Cynthia. WAITING TO WALTZ: A CHILDHOQD. illus. by 

Stephen Gammell. Bradbury, 1984. 48pp. $10.95. 

An autobiographical collection of poems depicting the grow

ing up years of a young girl in a very small rural town. 

The free verse is richly emotional, filled with lucid 

images and universal themes. Pencil illustrations in soft 

shades of gray are as evocative as the poetry, enhancing 
the mood of quiet yearning. · Ages 11-16. 

Southall, Ivan. THE LONG NIGHT WATCH. FS&G, $16.95. 

In 1941 a group of 100 Australians, members of SWORD 

(Society for World Order Under Divine Rule) take a steam

er to Tangu Tangu, a deserted jungle island, to survive 

the end of the world when it is destroyed by Hitler's 

evil. A tyrannical leader and five impressionable teen

agers are the characters most clearly drawn in this often 

confusing novel, as the narration shifts back and forth 

in time and perspective. Very demanding, but thought-pro

voking for those who make the effort. Ages 14-17. 

Streich, Corrine (ed.). GRANDPARENTS' HOUSES: POEMS ABOUT 

GRANDPARENTS. illus. by Lillian Hoban. Greenwillow, 1984. 

32pp. $12.50. 

Poems by well-known poets and those by unknown poets, poems 

from many cultures. All celebrate and investigate the 

special relationships of people and grandparents. Each is 

grandly illustrated with paintings which seem inspired in 

color and line by Van Gogh. Polished design enhances the 

richness of poems and paintings. Ages 12 and up. 
Sullivan, Mary Ann. CHILD OF WAR. Holiday House, 1984. 129pp. 

$10.95. 
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A fictionalized missionary's account of two feral girls 

discovered in a remote Indian village in 1920. The story 

is told by Mohandas, a 14-year-old boy who lives at the 

orphanage where they are brought. Mohandas tries to give 

them love and language but soon realizes he cannot protect 

them from an unsympathetic human world. A fascinating 

story made credible by careful attention to setting and 

character developemnt. Ages 12-16. 

########## 

GENDER IDENTITY IN MY ANTONIA 

by Sandra Bennett 

The novels of Willa Cather divide themselves almost sym

metrically into two groups when the gender of the protagonist is 

considered. On the masculine side are Alexander's Bridge, The 

Professor's House, One of Ours, Death Comes for the Archbishop, 

and A Lost Lad y. Some of these, such as Death and The Profes

sor's House, actually focus on a community of men. On the dis

taff side we find Song of the Lark, 0 Pioneers, Shadows on the 

Rock, Luc y Ga yheart, My Mortal Enemy , and Sapphira and the Slave 

Girl . My Antonia, however, does not fit neatly into either of 

these groups, for it focuses on both genders with almost equal 

intensity. 

Although Jim Burden is the narrator of the book and its 

nominal "voice," it is the life of Antonia Shimerda and its in

tertwining with Jim's that forms the motive force of the novel, 

one of Cather's most successful. In it, as in none of her other 

novels, she is clearly grappling with the question of gender 

identity which she, as a woman and an artist in the late 19th 

and early 20th century, found so compelling and disturbing. 

In her early writings, Cather was often contemptuous of 

her female colleagues. Although she admired many women writers, 

such as Sara Orne Jewett, George Sand, George Eliot, the 

Brontes, and Jane Austen, she had, as she put it, "not much 

faith" in women writers. In the Pittsburg Leader of April 8, 
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1898, she wrote a vituperative and sneering review of The 

Women's Bible, which had recently been published by Elizabeth 

Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, and the following year she 

published in the same paper slighting assessments of Gertrude 

Atherton, Ouida, and Kate Chopin. Writing on "The Demands of 

Art" in 1895 for the Lincoln Courier, she said, "They [women 
writers] have a sort of sex consciousness that is abominable . 

They are so limited to one string and they lie so about that. 

They are so few, the ones who really did anything worth while; 

••• and they were anything but women •••• Women are so 

horribly subjective and they have such scorn for the healthy 

commonplace. When a woman writes a story of adventure, a stout 

sea tale, a manly battle yarn, anything w.ithout wine, women, and 

love, then I will begin to hope for something great from them, 

not before." These comments and her hostility toward the mili

tant feminism of Stanton and Anthony, tell us a good deal about 
the fears and doubts Cather had about her own roles as women and 

artist. Her words in the Courier must have come back to haunt 

her after the publication of her own "battle yarn," One of Ours, 

which was roundly debunked by Hemingway and other "manly" writ

ers who felt a woman had no business writing about the exclusive

ly masculine hobby of war. Ironically, of course, this book won 

the Pulitzer Prize for Cather, and brought increased recognition 

to her earlier books. 

Cather seems to have struggled with the question of 

gender throughout her life. It is well known that as a young 
girl she cropped her hair, signed her name "Will" and professed 

an interest in anatomy and medicine. All her life, her closest 

friends were her brothers, and she eyidently never had a serious 

romantic relationship with a man. Many critics state firmly 

that Cather was a lesbian, and in light of modern attitudes 

toward sexual preference, this is probably so. However, it is 

her interior rather than overt struggles with gender and sexu

ality which we find acted out by the characters in her books. 

Perhaps more than any other character, Jim Burden is 

Willa Cather. His experiences in corning from Virginia to 
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Nebraska and his relationship with Antonia closely parallel 

Cather's own early life, and many of his attitudes must be re

garded as reflections of her own. Like many of Cather's pro

tagonists, Jim, while male, tends to be somewhat androgynous. 

Although there is a suggestion of sexuality in his relationship 

with Lena Lingard, it is mainly one of sexual awakening, not 

consummation, and his marriage is cold and sterile. Other fig

ures who fit this same mold are the Professor, Claude Wheeler, 

the priests in Death, Sapphira, Cecile, and the young narratcrs 

of A Lost Lady and My Mortal Enemy . When marriage is depicted, 

as in The Professor's House and My Mortal Enem y, it is often 

shown as suffocating or trivial or both. Cather's frequent use 

of such androgynous protagonists seems to indicate that she felt 

herself "outside" the usual rules of male/female gender identity 

with their inherent limitations, and through her work she 

searched for a more neutral position from which to record and 

observe. 

This search is most richly achieved in My Antonia, in 

which there is an almost perfect fusion of male and female con

sciousness in the characters of Jim and Antonia. They represent 

the dichotomy of Cather's own experience in the rural Red Cloud 

of her youth. Jim, the child of "Americans," is secure and pro

tected, while the immigrant Antonia has a hard, uncertain life, 

especially after the death of her father. Jim is a careless 

child, valued and treasured by his grandparents and the hired 

hands, while Antonia must be responsible even when young; her 

mother and brother regard her only as another pair of hands to 

work for the family. She is neither loved nor protected in her 

own family, although others, like the Burdens and the Harlings, 

see her worth and try to make her life easier. While Jim yearns 

for future escape from the stifling small town, Antonia lives 

emphatically in the "now" even leaving her job with the beloved 

Harlings when they object to her devotion to the dancing tent. 

"A girl like me has got to take her good times when she can," 

she tells Jim. "Maybe there won't be any tent next year. I 

guess I want to have my fling, like the other girls." 
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Although Antonia's recklessness takes her away from Black 

Hawk in the wake of her first love affair, she eventually 

returns and makes a rich success of her life as a mother and 

wife. Jim, on the other hand, escapes more completely, first 

into the life of the University of Nebraska, like Cather, and 

then even farther, into the life of Harvard and the East, where 

he becomes a successful attorney for the railroad. But in the 

end, the rejoining of their lives shows Cather's conviction that 

personal integration cannot be separated from one's origins. 

Like Jim, she spent much of her adult life far from the Divide, 

in places like Pittsburg and New York and France, but she never 

really left Nebraska in her heart or in her art. This lifelong 

need to reconcile the world and the parish, the male and the 

female, the Apollonian and Dionysian, is at the center of all of 

Cather's works, nowhere more visibly than in My Antonia. 

Together, Jim and Antonia represent a complete person: 

each characteristic in him is reflected in her by its opposite 

or variation; they act as foils in an intricate pattern that 

works out Cather's own realizations about gender identity. In 

My Antonia, as in life, gender identity is not a function of 

social role. If Jim and Antonia were reversed in circumstances, 

would their gender roles change? Even if Antonia were an 

"American," a member of a middle-class family, loved and cher

ished as Jim was, her options and activities would still be 

limited. However, Jim, even as an immigrant and a poor man's 

son, would be able to enjoy the social and personal freedom that 

is granted to all males, regardless of station. Cather seems to 

suggest in this interplay of status and gender that the 19th 

century limited women in ways that did not relate to social 

position alone, but only to gender. The Harling girls, even 

though wealthy, are far from free in the sense even Antonia's 

cruel brother Ambrosch is. 

Two exceptions that seem to prove the rule are Lena 

Lingard and Tiny Soderball. Both "escape" in the sense of leav

ing Black Hawk and their immigrant pasts, and both become 

successful: Lena as a seamstress and Tiny as the proprietor of 
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a series of hotels and boarding houses. But both succeed in 

"feminine" ways: nurturing and clothing others. Unlike 

Antonia, neither marries nor has children, and their androgyny, 

despite the emphasis on Lena's lazy sensuality, seems even more 

pronounced than Jim's. In these vignettes, Cather seems to 

suggest that success for women in the masculine world can be 

achieved only through the renunciation of the expected female 

functions of mother and wife. Her own impatience with marriage 

seems to support this idea, and even Cuzak, Antonia's beloved 

husband, is somewhat incidental to her function as what Jim 

calls a "rich mine of life." This same strain can be seen in 

the ineffectual characters of Carl and Emil in O Pioneers, as 

well as i.n other novels. There are very few fully masculine 

characters in Cather's work, although her rendering of Tom 

Outland demonstrates that she was fully capable of creating 

them. That she chose not to only emphasizes her apparent desire 

to blur gender identity, perhaps in a search for a more satis

factory combination of viewpoints. 

The viewpoint of Jim Burden is certainly not a tradition

ally masculine one. Early in life, his friendship with Antonia 

shapes his personality and gives him insights and understanding 

that can only be regarded as "feminine" in nature. As he grows 

up, he is contemptuous of the boys and young men of the town who 

cannot see the charm of the hearty immigrant girls, but prefer 

the pale limpness of the pampered and indulged native girls. 

Later, he narrates ironically, the merchants of the town will 

vie for the patronage of the immigrant women, who will become 

wives of some of the most prosperous farmers in the district, 

carving out success with their own strong hands. Most of Jim's 

friends are girls, even in the Harling family, since Mr. Harling 

and Charley are conveniently absent most of the time. The pic

nic at the end of the section "The Hired Girls" places Jim in a 

blissful pastoral setting with Tiny, Lena, Antonia, and Anna 

Hansen. The experience is both a remembering and a farewell: a 

return to the ideal peace of country childhood and a commence

ment of Jim's departure into an uncertain maturity. Cather's 
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choice of characters for this scene, surrounding Jim with women 

who love and admire him, further illustrates his alienation from 

the conventionally masculine and his dependence on the feminine 

principle for his motivation. 

In addition, Jim's struggle to escape from Black Hawk, to 

enter the world of scholarship represented by his Latin profes

sor, and to emerge from the limitations of his past, may also be 

seen as a metaphor for Cather's own struggles to overcome her 

rural beginnings and emerge as a writer. She depicted this 

same sequence in the character of Thea in Song of the Lark, but 

the earlier book is unfocussed and discursive, especially in the 

latter chapters, while My Antonia remains closely intent on the 

issue of personal realization throughout. 

When Jim returns to Black Hawk and hears the story of 

Antonia's elopement and the birth of her illegitimate child, he 

is hurt and offended. This recalls the incident with Wick 

Cutter, in which Cutter's attempt to rape Antonia is thwarted 

only by her replacement by Jim in the house, and Jim is angered, 

disgusted, and humiliated by the experience. Whenever overt 

sexuality rears its ugly head, it seems, Cather and her charac

ters retreat into offended confusion. 

However, in this case Jim is able to overcome his repug

nance, and it is replaced with admiration when he hears of how 

Antonia has coped with her humiliation and has succeeded in 

spite of it. When he meets her again, settled and happy with 

her children, adored by them as by no one else in her life, he 

is completely won over. Her sons and daughters seem to him 

images of Antonia and himself as children, and he cannot wait to 

return, to go fishing with Cuzak and his boys and to bask in the 

warmth of the life Antonia has created. Thus Jim has come full 
circle, returning to the feminine part of himself as repre

sented in Antonia, her family, and the land itself. 

Jim's concluding words as he looks at the grave of Mr. 

Shimerda seem an admission of Cather's own realization: "For 

Antonia and me, this had been the road of Destiny; had taken us 

to those early accidents of fortune which predetermined for us 
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all that we can ever be. Now I understand that the same road 

was to bring us together again. Whatever we had missed, we 

possessed together the precious, the incommunicable past." The 

accidents of fortune which had made Willa Cather a woman and an 

artist, the incidents of her youth that gave her the material 

for her art, and the goad of necessity that drove her fom her 
rural roots into the world of cities and publishers are all 

implicit in these closing words of the novel. None of these 

things can be changed, nor can what has been missed be regained, 

but the understanding that Jim Burden reaches on the Black Hawk 

road is that fusion, not separation, is the goal of the quest; 

the past is a part of the present, not merely its prelude. As 

he looks into the future he is filled with hope; he has regained 

the lost part of himself that he left behind with and in 

Antonia, the feminine part that Cather both feared and sought in 

herself. 
Later in her career, Cather became more sure of the 

position she was still groping for in My Antonia; successful as 

an artist and secure in her friendships and lifestyle, she 

apparently resolved the question of gender identity sufficiently 

to create characters like Tom Outland, Claude Wheeler, and 

Fathers Latour and Machebouf, whose worlds, while free of women 

(Claude's marriage is brief and unsuccessful; he feels only 

relief when his wife leaves), retain that subtly androgynous 

character that becomes almost a hallmark of Cather's work. She 

put aside as well much of her early hostility toward other women 
artists, and though she never became a feminist, she was as a 

mature artist more supportive of other women than her early 

writings would have predicted. One of her statements about male 

and female relationships, recorded in a column on "Women's 

Place" in the Courier in 1895, may be an epigram for the work 

which was to follow and in which Cather broke out of accepted 

models for female writers in her creation .of protagonists like 

Jim Burden. "Woman may be man's inferior," she wrote, "but she 

makes him pay for it." 
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MEMORIZING, RECITING AND WRITING TO WRITERS 

by Van Anderson 

Two years ago I designed a Contemporary Literature course 

for college bound senior high school students. After choosing a 

reading list I contemplated my approach for some time. A few 

days before I began teaching, I set down my hopes for the 

course. Pretending to be talking to my students on the first 

day of class, I wrote the following paragraph (which I subse

quently read to my students): 

I want to avoid the pre-packaged, predigested 

course, structured before it ever begins into unit

quantities and skills and themes. I want to encounter 

what modern writers and stories are saying about our own 

lives, about the problems and questions surrounding us, 

to explore our own reactions to these stories which are, 

after all, our own stories, our own lives in different 

versions. Too often literature is read as any other 

product is consumed--as a kind of placebo, the swallow~ 

ing of which occupies time and fulfills requirements. 

The story or poem remains something apart from any true 

sense of our center. If we encounter anything of real 

value to ourselves, it is not through the analysis of 

character, theme, setting that we spend so much time on 

in literature classes. I would like to read, then, as if 

the stories were our own, as if they mattered, as if we 

could actually discover new truths, patterns and textures 

that somehow clarify what we dimly or starkly suspect 

about our own lives or the lives of others around us. 

In order to accomplish these hopes, I wanted my students to do, 

among other more traditional activities, two unusual series of 

assignments. First, I asked students to read, correspond with 

and talk to a living writer; the benefits of such activities are 

obvious and need only a brief explanation. Second, I asked them 

to memorize, recite and write on passages which each student 

chose from each "unit"; the benefits of these activities are 

perhaps less clear and consequently demand a more lengthy 
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rationale. 

The first series of assignments meant that at least one 

"unit" of reading material had to come from local writers. Con

sequently, for the first year I chose Meridel LeSueur's Ripening 

and for the second year Carol Bly's Letters from the Country . 

From LeSueur's book, I chose six stories from various periods of 

her life to focus on. After reading all of the stories, stu

dents divided into groups in order to write a group-letter to 

the author commenting on and asking questions about the stories 

they had read. LeSueur was gracious enough to read the letters 

and respond by addressing a letter to the specific and general 

nature of the students' questions. In addition, since LeSueur 

lives in Minnesota, I attempted to set up a meeting between her 

and my students so that discussion of her stories and views 

might go beyond the exchange of letters. Again, LeSueur was 

gracious enough to come and speak with my two classes. (I 

followed much the same process the second year with Carol Bly's 

essays and she too was very willing to write and talk to the 

students. I am grateful to both of these writers and deeply 

respect their commitment to young people and education.) From 

my students' comments and end of semester class critiques, this 

exchange was, for many, the highlight of the course. They began 

to see that writers are real people who write from particular 

sets of individual and historical experiences and situations, 

but speak profoundly about images, ideas and feelings of concern 
., 

to us .ail . . 

For the second series of assignments, I required each 

student to choose a passage or poem from each "unit" (six in all 

for the semester), memorize and recite it before the class. 

Prose recitations had to be one half to one page long and poems 

a minimum of 20 lines. Through this process I hoped that the 

stories and poems would become a part of my students' lives in 

a very literal sense. 

Behind the memorization-recitation routine, however, lay 

another idea that looks at literature as music. Both are, after 

all, in their most basic form the same: sound, air molecules 
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vibrating against the ear drum. The same, that is, if liter

ature takes on its real life and becomes something more than 

"notes" (words) on the printed page. Imagine if Bach or 

Stravinsky had stayed on the page, if their notes had never been 

delivered to air and ear by cello, violin, oboe and all the 

related instruments. If literature is a kind of music, they why 

shouldn't literature's "instrument", the human voice, deliver it 

from the printed page into the living air? And why shouldn't 

students of literature, like young musicians, develop a reper

toire that they perform in recital? 

Memorize? Recite? The old school house bane of the 

ancestors?! Perhaps this prejudice does memorization a disserv

ice. The steps in the memorization-recitation process become a 

series of mental and physical (and hopefully emotional even spir

itual) actions. Memorization means taking a piece of literature 

seriously enough 1) to choose a passage or poem a student likes, 

2) to spend the time and energy necessary 3) to make the words 

literally become part of the physical being. Recitation means 

4) putting the words through nerve and muscle in 5) sound and 

gesture that hopefully 6) carry some of the intellectual and 

emotional impact of the author's work. 

Five and Six assume some "interpretive" commitment and 

energy on the part of students, but teachers know that often 

they can only hope for Four at best. But even if a student pro

ceeds only through Four, consider what has happened: That 

student has gone out of the self to respond to the literature, 

absorbed another person's perception and language and, at least, 

delivered that language through his or her own body, nerves and 

blood. I suggest that such an act imparts a totally different 

experience of literature to that student than if the words had 

merely rested on the page or been part of class discussion. The 

experience is not exactly intellectual but then the intellectua l 

is not necessarily the most essential to life or education. 

When artists, in this case writers, create a work of art, 

they give us their own rendition of life through words whose 

individual sounds and collective cadences and meanings allow us 
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to perceive, feel and perhaps understand another's life. I be

lieve there is a direct though convoluted link between an art

ist's creation and the actual set of experiences and places 

which form his life, thought and feeling. Though that link is 

essentially untraceable, the putting to mind and mouth which 

memorization and recitation require may give students the clos

est and most direct experience of a writer's basic responses to 

and interpretations of his own and other's lives, Memorization 

and recitation make literature more concrete and less abstract, 

They salvage literature from the almost purely cerebral acts of 

reading and discussion and make it more physically real. Like 

an accutely executed and finished photo which arrests time and 

change and lets the viewer experience the moment of beauty or 

perception for something longer than a flash, reciting and lis

tening allow both reciter and audience to hear a work or passage 

which they have already read and lived through, and perhaps hear 

it in a new way. 

Besides memorization and recitation, I asked students to 

take one more step in making the literature literally their own. 

I required each student to submit a· typed copy (plus one xerox 

copy) of each of the six passages or poems they had recited, I 

returned the six xerox copies to each student a week before 

final exams along with the following assignment and explanation 

(we had read the writers referred to in the paragraph below): 

Simply stated: Write an essay focusing on the 

six passages you have recited during the semester. 

The assumption behind this assignment is one 

which Denise Levertov explains in "Some Notes on 

Organic Form." She says" ••• there is a form in 

all things (and in our experience) which the poet 

can discover and reveal." Your "things" and "exper

ien·ces" are the six passages you have recited and 

some "form" lies in/behind all of those pa~sages 

which you, the student, can discover and reveal. 

Read, reread and read again those .passages. With 

Robert Bly, "open the doors of association" and jot 
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down ideas/associations. Look at particular words, 

phrases, tones, perceptions, feelings, innuendoes, 

for each piece has its own "inner grain. To let it 

grow," as Gary Snyder says, "to let it speak for 

itself, is a large part of the work of the poet," 

the student. Draw connections between and among 

passages in order to talk as fully and specifically 

as you can about the literature of this course and 

your experience of the literature. 

On final exam day, I gave each student the original copy of the 

particular six passages, a copy of the above, several pieces of 

lined paper, then asked each to write the essay prepared over 

the past week. 

The final exam was not a chance for students to reproduce 

a quantity of material learned or to show how quickly and clever

ly they could handle themselves and the course material by 

responding to a previously unknown, teacher determined essay 

question. It was, instead, an individualized assignment which 

invited students to reconsider passages and works of literature 

with which they were already familiar and to which they had 

already given considerable time and energy. The result was, for 

the most part, a group of coherent, reflective, sometimes 

provocative essays which I felt accomplished the main goal of 

the course: to "read as if the stories were our own, as if they 

mattered, as if we could actually discover new truths, patterns 

and textures that somehow clarify what we dimly or starkly 

suspect about our own lives or the lives of others around us." 
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THE MUSE DIDN'T PROMISE TO VISIT EVERYONE: 

WHAT RESEARCH TELLS US ABOUT -PREWRITING PLANNING 

by Wayne H. Slater 

When I begin to think of a developed paper or a 

book, I turn almost immediately to outlines. These 

grow in detail, almost to the point of producing 

final prose. 

B. F. Skinner 

You will write • • • if you will write without thinking 

in terms of a result, but think of the writing in 

terms of discovery, which is to say the creation 

must take place between the pen and the paper ••• not 

in careful thinking. 

Gertrude Stein 

How important are prewriting plans? As the preceding 

quotations suggest there is no consensus on the role of prewrit

ing plans (Emig, 1971, pp. 22-23). Johnson (1981) compares the 

opponents to the fabled ant and grasshopper: the intellectual 

ant engages in conscious problem-solving before writing, while 

the intuitive grasshopper waits until the last minute for the 

discovery to magically take place during writing. In composi

tion research and pedagogy, there are plenty of ants, equipped 

with a variety of prewriting strategies (such as tagmemics, 

dramatistic method, classical rhetoric, journalistic formula, 

traditional outlining). Supporters and developers of these 

strategies include W. Ross Winterowd, Kenneth Pike, Kenneth 

Burke, D. Gordon Rohman, Richard Larson, Edward P.J. Corbett, 

and John Warriner (Young, 1976). However, since the 1970s, 

there has been a major population growth in grasshoppers, among 

them Peter Elbow, Ken Macrorie, William Stafford, and Barrett 

Wandel (Johnson, 1981). 

Surveying the field, the teacher of expository writing 

may well wonder whether or not to even bother to teach initial 

planning. Perhaps prewriting instruction should be skipped 

altogether in favor of spontaneous composition. But if he does 

teach prewriting planning , what should be taught? 
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Confused by conflicting theories, the teacher can turn to 

empirical research. What can researchers tell him? In the 

"search for "a window on the composing process" (Berkenkotter, 

"Reply," p. 217), investigators have used a variety of observa

tional techniques: audiotaping, videotaping, and directly ob

serving writers at work. Unfortunately, very few of the on-the

scene studies focus exclusively on prewriting planning. Some 

(even certain planning studies) omit prewriting entirely; most 

briefly touch upon planning in the course of exploring the whole 

composing process. Thus, this paper will be a synthesis of rel

evant bits and pieces from the body of existing research. Also, 

because I am addressing the concerns of secondary teachers, I 

will cite only studies of individuals and groups of high school 

age or older, for researchers suspect that planning ability does 

not fully develop until after puberty (Nold, 1981). However, I 

will include observations of publishing writers since profes

sional experience can provide insights for teachers. 

With the help of the selected studies, I will attempt to 

answer the following question, hoping that research will clarify 

the role of prewriting plans: What distinguishes the prewriting 

planning of the skilled writer from that of the unskilled writ

er? For the purpose of this paper, prewriting will encompass 

the conscious and unconscious activities transpiring from the in

stant the writer receives his assignment until he starts writing 

his first draft, while planning will consist of the mental, 

oral, and/or written process of choosing the knowledge to be 

used in writing. That knowledge may include the rhetorical sit

uation, the content of the text, and/or composing procedures. 

In order to respond to the main question, I will consider 

three others: 

1. Do skilled writers spend significantly more time 

planning before writing? If so, how long do 

they plan? 

2. Are skilled writers more inclined to jot down 

plans before they write? If so, in what form? 

3. Do skilled writers rely more heavily on certain 
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types of plans in the prewriting stage? If so, 

what types? 

Research Studies 

The selected studies draw upon at least one of the three 

current methodologies: audiotaping, videotaping, and directly 

observing. A brief description of each method follows. 

Audiota pes 

Since Emig asked twelfth graders to compose aloud, other 

researchers have instructed their subjects to think out loud, 

producing a taped transcript of composing processes. Borrowing 
the terminology of problem-solving research, Linda Flower and 

John Hayes have dubbed this technique "protocol analysis" 

(Flower & Hayes, "Plans"). It is, they and many others feel, 

the most direct means available of revealing the cognitive pro

cesses of the writer as he composes, and thus is a useful tool 

for exploring his prewriting activity. 

Nevertheless, there are those who distrust this method. 

Critics argue that it interferes with normal cognitive proces

ses, by making the writer unnaturally aware of himself in the 

act of composing. In fact, according to Cooper and Odell 

(1976), none of their subjects (eight published writers) could 

compose aloud adequately. "(It) requires practice and effort," 

Cooper and Odell conclude, "and can therefore be used in case 

studies where several meetings are planned with a participant" 

(p. 114). Moreover, although protocol researchers ask subjects 

to refrain from analyzing their thought processes, Gould (1980) 

maintains that composing aloud does require analytic thinking, 

something everyone has not mastered. If only a certain type of 

subject can successfully give a verbal protocol, he asks, how 

typical are the results of these experimenters? In any case, 

critics caution researchers to interpret protocols with care, 

for audiotapes cannot capture those thoughts that are not artic

ulated. Also, protocol analysis may make certain processes seem 

less automatic and unconscious than they really are (Gould, 

1980). 
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Videotapes and Observations 

By videotaping subjects as they compose, researchers seek 

to record all visible signs of composing and to direct the sub

jects' recollections in interviews held immediately after each 

session. With the available equipment, Stallard found that this 

method would not allow him to record the behavior of large 

groups in sufficient detail (Stallard, 1974). Therefore, he and 

others chose to directly observe their subjects. However, both 
methodologies rely upon subjects' responses to questions after 

the composing session. Thus, it is possible that subjects for

got what they were doing or report what they thought they should 

have done. Furthermore, Berkenkotter (1981) contends, "There is 

considerable cognitive activity that writers cannot report be

cause they are unable to compose and monitor their processes 

simultaneously" (p. 151). 

Since the three methodologies differ considerably, I will 

sort the following findings by method before drawing general 

conclusions. 
1. Do skilled writers s pend significantl y more time planning 

before writing than unskilled writers? 

Virtually, none of the studies estimate the time of 

prewriting planning, so the time period for prewriting as a 

whole will have to serve as an index. Unfortunately, there is a 

lack of protocol data about the time period for prewriting acti

vities of any kind. Curiously enough, Flower and Hayes never 

report prewriting times for their subjects. The four protocol 

analysts who do indicate that both unskilled and skilled stu

dents engaged in extrememly brief prewriting activities although 

plenty of time was provided (ninety minutes or more). Perl's 

(1979) five remedial students averaged four minutes for their 

social science essay, and Mischel's (1974) unskilled twelfth 

grader, Clarence usually spent two to three minutes prewriting 

the assigned work (four narratives and one expository essay). 

Muriel Harris' (1983) tutee, Mike meditated for four minutes 

before writing his first expository essay (138 words) in her 

writing lab. (But after four sessions of hearing Harris' proto-
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cols, he spent twice as much time prewriting an essay of the 

same type and length.) As for the skilled writers, Emig reP,orts 

that her eight twelfth graders did very little prewriting in the 

- sessions. The best student, Lynn, reflected up to three minutes 

before writing each 300-word expository essay. However, Emig's 

time for one of the two essays is not reliable since her sub

jects had an entire week to mull over the topic. 

Other protocol analysts give times or percentages for the 

total amount of planning, i.e., planning before, during, and 

after writing (Flower & Hayes, "Pregnant Pause"; Berkenkotter, 

"Decisions"). Although their investigations show that planning 

can take up more than half of a writer's composing time, they, 

as well as Perl and Emig, suggest that most planning goes on in 

the pauses during writing and in the act of revising. 

Only Pianko's (1979) videotape study sheds some light on 

the prewriting times of skilled and unskilled writers. Pianko's 

comparison of ten unskilled and seven skilled freshmen reveals 

that both groups spent one minute prewriting 400-word (mainly 

narrative) essays, the skilled writers pausing twice as often as 

the unskilled ones. 

Other videotape studies are not as informative as 

•Pianko's. Matsuhashi (1981) timed only the pauses during writ

ing. Although Gould (1980) found that fifty of his skilled and 

unskilled white-collar writers spent approximately two thirds of 

composing time planning one-page letters, he merely says that 

most of his planning occurred during writing. 

Certainly, the most clear-cut difference in prewriting 

time for skilled and unskilled writers surfaces in a direct

observation study--Stallard's one-shot session with thirty 

twelfth graders, half good and half average or poor writers. 

For a 300-word argumentative essay on an assigned topic, the 

skilled writers spent approximately four times as much time 

(four minutes) prewriting as the comparison group. 

While Selzer's study (1983) does not employ comparison 

groups, it too is based on direct observation. Selzer's find-
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ings are informative: After observing an engineer, Nelson, at 

the latter's workplace, Selzer concludes that Nelson devoted 

nearly 80% of his composing time to inventing and arranging 

material before he wrote his proposals and reports. 

With the exception of Stallard's and Selzer's studies, 

the research suggests that skilled writers do not spend signif

icantly more time prewriting than their unskilled counterparts. 

For both groups this prewriting period is generally brief (one 

to four minutes). How much of this time is actually spent 

planning is unknown. In any case, it seems that more planning 

occurs during writing and revision. 

But these findings on prewriting time are open to 

question. First of all, the task environment may have played a 

significant role. Although most of the subjects were encour

aged to take as much time as they wished, time limits were 

implicit in all of the laboratory settings. Without time for 

massive rewriting, subjects may have adopted a "first-time

final" strategy. Such a strategy generally relies on prewriting 

rather than free-writing. However, it is more likely that the 

time constraints decreased rather than increased prewriting 

time. Students claimed that they spent more time (e.g., 20 

minutes) prewriting essays at home (Mischel, 1974; Pianko, 

1979). In fact, many of Pianko's skilled writers insisted that 

they did "much" (30%) or "some" (40%) prewriting at home. In 

spite of the fact that Pianko never defines these terms, she 

does indicate that her unskilled writers may have engaged in 

less prewriting than the skilled group: None of the unskilled 

writers said "much", only 20%--"some," and 80%--"minimal." 

Second, the research findings are dubious because (except 

for Selzer's results) they are based on students only. Accord

ing to Pianko and Mischel, students in a school context tend to 

think of writing as a chore to be finished as quickly as possi

ble. To a certain extent, the laboratory settings resembled 

school situations. Moreover, for the researchers, the students 

may have "prewritten" less than they did in school since they 

lacked the grade incentive to plan a quality product. Only 
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Stallard tried to induce motivation by promising to publish 

selected essays in his dissertation. Perhaps his skilled wri

ters "prewrote" longer because they responded to this incentive 

more readily than their unskilled peers. As Selzer's study 

illustrates, prewriting in meaningful contexts (e.g., the work

place, for peers, for oneself) may last much longer than four 

minutes. For instance, students stated that they engaged in 

longer prewriting activities for self-sponsored rather than 

teacher-initiated tasks (Mischel, 1974; Emig, 1971). 

Third, there are too many uncontrolled variables in these 

experiments. For example, how much will prewriting time vary 

with different types of tasks? Matsuhashi, in her study of four 

skilled high school writers, demonstrates that planning during 

writing is more time-consuming for argumentative and expository 

essays than for narratives. If this holds true for planning 

before writing also, Mischel's and Pianko's time may be unusual

ly low since the figures are for mainly narrative tasks. And 

what about Gould's study? How applicable is the planning time 

for one-page letters to the planning time for expository essays 

of three hundred words or more? As for Selzer's engineer, the 

need to incorporate outside data of a highly technical nature 

must have a bearing on Nelson's prewriting time. Yet Emig's 

students claimed that sometimes the most personal essays 

required the most prewriting time because of the soul-searching 

involved. Finally, assignments that specify purpose, audience, 

and/or persona may cut down on prewriting time, for the re

searcher or teacher who wrote the assignment has, in fact, done 

some of the planning (Emig, 1971). Thus, experiments should be 

designed which consider .the influence of not only different time 

limits and purposes, but also tasks of varying forms, lengths, 

modes, and degrees of familiarity and specificity. In addition, 

researchers should duplicate more progress studies such as 

Harris'. Did her tutee double the prewriting time for his fifth 

essay because he had acquired more writing skill? A comparison 

of his first and fifth essays suggests that this may be the 

case. 
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2. Are skilled writers more inclined to jot down plans before 

they write? If so, in what form? 

According to protocol analysts, both skilled and 

unskilled students rarely jotted down plans before writing. 

Confident that they would "figure it out" as they went, Perl's 

five remedial students plunged into their social science essays 

without prior note-taking. Mischel also found that her un

skilled student, Clarence, did all of his early planning mental

ly for primarily narrative tasks. Only under the coercion of a 

teacher would he write a plan (an outline) and then only for 

papers of more than two pages. "'I don't like to think that far 

ahead,"' he explained (p. 306). With regard to skilled writers, 

seven of Emig's eight twelfth graders essentially planned their 

300-word essays in their heads. At most, one jotted down three 

phrases in the margin. Only Bradford voluntarily made an out

line. Indeed, he outlined every piece of writing, observing the 

outline as he wrote. 

Although Flower and Hayes ("Plans") and Berkenkotter 

("Decisions," 1981) do not report the percentage of their sub

jects who made written plans, the protocol transcripts show that 

some did. Among Perl's, Mischel's, and Emig's students, one of 

these subjects--writer-teacher Donald Murray--is an anomaly, for 

he made copious notes in his daybook before (and in the midst 

of) dictating the first drafts of articles for professional 

journals (Berkenkotter, "Decisions"). 

Videotape studies mirror the findings of Emig, Perl, and 

Mischel. Gould discovered that his fifty skilled and unskilled 

white-collar writers rarely made notes before writing one-page 

letters, while Pianka observed that fourteen · of her seventeen 

skilled and unskilled students mentally planned their 400-word 

(mainly narrative) essays. 

While Stallard's work follows this trend, the other 

direct-observation study is dramatically different. Stallard's 

research shows that only one of thirty skilled and unskilled 

twelfth graders jotted down ideas for a 300-word argumentative 

essay. This girl, who was one of the skilled students, merely 
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wrote four numbered sentences representing her main ideas. When 

asked if they had mentally outlined their papers, 40% of the 

skilled writers and 20% of the unskilled ones responded affirm

atively. Thus, Stallard concludes, "Neither good writers nor 

writers chosen at random showed any propensity for formal or 

informal planning of paragraphs or of the essay as a whole" 

(p.217). 

In contrast, Selzer's case study of Nelson, the engineer, 

describes a writer who cannot '"see how any one could write any

thing of any length or any importance without an outline'" 

(p. 182). Nelson outlined everything except the most routine 

correspondence--after generating an abundance of ideas. Al

though he used no numbers or letters, he created intricate plans 

with groups and subgroups distinguished by dots, indentations, 

and headings. Usually, the arrangement of material reflected 

his clients' preferences or the firm's conventions. After 

Nelson had begun to write, he faithfully followed the outline, 

never changing it. 

To sum up, the research implies that students--skilled 

and unskilled--do not voluntarily jot down plans for essays of 

400 words or less. If they do make notes, these are of the most 

sketchy kind. Emig's 1964 pilot study supports these findings. 

When she asked twenty-five eleventh-grade honor students to sub

mit all of the prefiguring and drafts of five expository essays, 

she received only forty plans (37%) with five essays. Of these 

plans, only nine (8%) resembled conventional outlines 

(i.e., with numbers or letters and indentation). Moreover, 

three experienced English teachers found no correlation between 

the presence of an outline and successful essay organization. 

Indeed, Flower and Hayes report, for their poor writers, out

lining proved "peculiarly ineffective," checking ideas before 

they had blossomed ("Plans," p.51). 

The two studies of professional writers, however, raise a 

number of questions: Is Donald Murray an inveterate notetaker 

because he dictates and/or because his writing tasks· are long, 

complex, and motivating? Is Nelson's penchant for detailed 
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outlines the result of his experience planning complicated 

engineering tasks? Or does he resemble most skilled writers 

who must synthesize outside data? One wonders whether student 

writers would engage in more written planning if they were bet

ter motivated and if their assignments were longer and more 

complex? After all, the majority of the sixteen professionals 

who responded to Emig's questionnaire about planning claimed 

that they normally made informal outlines for expository tasks, 

although they opposed "any plan that totally prefigures a piece 

of writing" (p.23). On the other hand, they rarely outlined 

fiction--never poetry. Clearly, researchers must assess the 

impact of context, length, mode, genre, and task complexity 

before they deliver the final verdict on "prewriting writing." 

3. Do skilled writers rely more heavily on certain t ypes of 

plans in the prewriting stage? If so , what t ypes? 

In general, protocol analysts suggest that highly skilled 

writers rely more heavily upon rhetorical prewriting plans than 

unskilled writers do. These researchers report that their un

skilled writers lacked a significant sense of purpose, audience, 

or persona (Mischel, 1974; Perl, 1979: Harris, 1983; Flower & 
Hayes, 1979, 1980, 1981). As a result, students produced what 

Flower and Hayes label "writer-based prose," prose that has "the 

structure of the writer's thought process and the style of an 

interior monologue" ("Dynamics," p.45). 

Two experiments by Flower and Hayes dramatically point 

out the difference between the skilled and unskilled writers' 

conceptions of the rhetorical problem. In one ("Cognition"), 

when Flower and Hayes coded the first sixty lines of a protocol 

(the first seven to eight minutes of composing) for a writing 

teacher and a remedial college student, they discovered that the 

student~ considered his audience or his persona; instead, 

he was concerned about the meaning and conventions of the text. 

At the same time, the teacher considered his persona once and 

his audience eleven times. The second experiment (1979) offers 

similar results for planning throughout the composing process. 

Five unskilled students generated 70% of their new ideas in 
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response to the topic and extraneous thoughts; whereas, the four 

skilled professors generated 60% of their new ideas in response 

to the rhetorical problem. Noting that the skilled writers 

continued to develop the rhetor.ical problem as they wrote, 

Flower and Hayes conclude that "good writers are simply solving 

a different problem than poor writers" ("Cognition," p. 30). 

Berkenkotter's protocols of other skilled professionals 

confirm Flower and Hayes's beliefs. In her investigation of 

audience awareness (mainly during prewriting), Berkenkotter 

( 1981) reports that all ten published p_rofessors created rich 

representations of the audience, inventing their own contexts or 

scenarios (p. 395), In another study, a protocol with writer

teacher Donald Murray, Berkenkotter remarks that his prewriting 

was "rich with his efforts to create rhetorical context--he 

plotted repeated scenarios in which he would be asked to write 

such an article" ("Decisions," p. 160). 

However, Emig's research reveals a difference between the 

skilled student and the skilled professional, a difference unex

plored in Flower and Hayes's two experiments since the latter 

do not . include skilled students, Almost all of Emig's eight 

twelfth graders seemed indifferent to the needs of readers. 

While Debbie sought to please Emig as a reader, only Lynn, the 

best student, expressed a strong sense of audience. Emig 

comments: 

Lynn proceeds as if what she writes will find an 

audience--and one wider than a single teacher or 

investigator •••• She also seems to consider it part of 

her writing task to pique and maintain the interest 

of her readers •••• Clearly, Lynn wants, and expects to 

be read. (p. 64) 

Although the data about the content planning of unskilled 

writers varies, protocol research gives the impression that 

skilled writers develop content prewriting plans with more 

consistency (and perhaps in more depth) but do not rely exclu

sively on these plans as many unskilled writers do. On the one 

hand, some of Perl's remedial students generated ideas for their 
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content ahead of time, while Mischel's unskilled twelfth grader, 

Clarence, conceived the entire essay in his head before writing. 

During the sessions he would talk about what he was going to 

write until he had so much in his head that he had to begin 

putting it down on paper. On the other hand, Harris' tutee and 

a few of Perl's subjects did not know what they were going to 

say before they wrote. Insisting that they would "figure it 

out" as they wrote, Perl's students rephrased the topic in the 

first sentence. This helped them plan what to say next. Thus, 

Perl concludes that "seeing ideas on paper enables students to 

reflect upon, change, and develop those ideas further" (p.330). 

Flower and Hayes ("Plans") noticed that some unskilled 

students had underdeveloped content plans because, in the rush 

to produce a text, they prematurely stopped producing ideas. 

Others develped content plans at the expense of rhetorical plans 

(See pp. 13-14.) Tied to the topic, such writers conceived of 

composing as a straightforward act of stating what they knew, 

say Flower and Hayes ("Dynamics"). However, in another study 

("Plans"), Flower and Hayes did observe a small group of un

skilled students who "free-wrote" their essays, rejecting both 

rhetorical and content planning before writing. Not surprising

ly, the final products lacked unity and coherence. 

As for skil+ed writers, Emig reports that seven of her 

eight twelfth graders had fairly developed content plans prior 

to writing. "If able student writers are queried immediately 

before they begin writing," she contends, "they will reveal that 

most of the elements that will appear in the piece are present 

at that period" (p. 83). Only John seemed to be a tabula rasa 

when he said in an interview, "'I don't really get the main idea 

and then start to write. I start to write and just wherever I 

end up, I end up"' (p.82). Indeed, John's protocol consists 

solely of actual writing, with no prewriting (in the lab) or 

pauses. 

Both of Berkenkotter's (1981) and most of Flower and 

Hayes's experiments (1979, 1980, 1981) with skilled profession

als reveal well-developed content planning before (and during) 
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writing, The most salient feature is the degree to which these 

writers used rhetorical plans to generate content. As stated 

earlier, the professors in Flowers and Hayes's 1979 study 

generated 60% of their new ideas in response to the rhetorical 

problem. 

Finally, protocols show that both skilled and unskilled 

writers rely heavily on procedural plans, but the skilled 

writers appear to have a larger repertoire/of specific "how to" 

plans and more conscious control of them. 

Even the inexperienced writer possesses procedural plans. 

The problem is, Flower and Hayes (1977) point out, "He comes 

equipped with many well-ingrained, if counter-productive habits" 

(p. 461). Some plans are simply too vague. For instance, 

Flower and Hayes discovered that many of their unskilled writers 

made an unsuccessful plan to find a focus: 

explore a variety of ideas, examine alternatives, 

look for connections, try to generate concepts, 

and so on,, •• the writer's faith that he can discover 

a ready-made appropriate focus may actually inter

fere with idea generation by directing him to search 

in memory for what he must create, ("Plans," p. 45) 

Harris' tutee, Mike, was stymied by such plans--plans without 

manageable subgoals or directions for attaining those goals. 

Clarence, Mischel's twelfth grader, made plans without operators 

too: "'Figure it out in your head, then write it down and 

then make corrections"' (p. 310). 

However, some unskilled writers do have operational 

plans. For example, Perl reports . that each of her five remedial 

students used one of the following prewriting strategies for 

generating ideas: 

1) creating an association to a key word 

2) focusing in and narrowing down the topic 

3) dichotomizing and classifying 

4) figuring it out during writing, usually after 

rephrasing the topic in the first sentence 

(p. 330) 
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But writers with such procedural plans could still run into 

difficulty later in the writing process, Flower and Hayes 

observe. For instance, writers who chose Plan #4--"just kinda 

following things along"--had no means of recharging the gener

ating process if their train ·of thought "played out" ("Plans," 

p.43), Their repertoire of procedural plans was so limited that 

they could not switch plans when they arrived at a dead end. 

Many unskilled writers were aware of only three strategies for 

beginning a composing task: "prescription (how the textbooks 

pretend people do it), inspiration (the infinitely mysterious 

way people do it), and writer's block (a default behavior if 

neither of the above works)" (Flower & Hayes, 1977, p. 452). 

Not only switching plans but also integrating plans was a 

struggle for Flower and Hayes's novices. Many writers allowed 

product-based plans for producing a paper (e.g., outlining) to 

impede or interrupt plans for generating ideas. In fact, a de

tailed outline could become such an "expensive" plan that the 

writer committed himself to it whether it worked or not 

("Dynamics"). 

A distorted image of the writing process could also di

vert an unskilled writer from pursuing productive lines of think

ing. One subject, Pat, abandoned her fruitful brainstorming 

because it violated "an image of idea-generation based on the 

rules of paper-production: coherence, focus, no listing, no 

repetition, no wandering from point to point" (Flower & Hayes, 

"Plans," p. 55). 

In contrast to the unskilled writers, the skilled ones 

observed by Flower and Hayes, and Berkenkotter were extremely 

versatile. They had s pecific plans for generating ideas, e.g., 

pursuing an interesting feature, thinking by conflict, and 

saying what they really meant (Flower & Hayes, "Plans"). Writer

teacher Donald Murray, for example, would announce, "'I'm going 

to make a list of titles and see where that gets me"' 

(Berkenkotter, "Decisions," p. 160). Toby, a professor, decided 

to "'start listing some things that (he) could organize into 
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some patterns" (Berkenkotter, 1981, p. 394). 

In addition to operators, these writers had a variety of 

contingency plans when other plans did not work. When one sub

ject's try-and-write-something strategy failed, he utilized a 

back-up plan ("'We need to do more organizing"') that ultimately 

created the focus he sought (Flower & Hayes, "Plans," p. 46). 

Essentially, the skilled writers' plans were flexible enough to 

allow them to modify or create new goals in light of what they 

had learned through exploring (Flower & Hayes, "Cognitive 

Process"). These plans were always "detailed enough to test, 

but cheap enough to throw away" if necessary (Flower & Hayes, 

"Dynamics"). 

Also for the skilled writers, integrating plans did not 

pose problems. These writers knew how to embed low-level goals 

(e.g., sentence-level planning) in high-level planning (e.g., 

rhetorical planning) without losing sight of high-level goals 

(Flower & Hayes, "Pregnant Pause"). Hence, they could make 

reader-based plans for idea and text production (Flower & Hayes, 

"Plans"). 

However, Emig's study of skilled twelfth graders presents 

a somewhat different story. Teachers, Emig maintains, "set 

rigid parameters to the students' writing behaviors in school

sponsored writing that the students find difficult to make more 

supple" (p. 93). Nevertheless, Emig's students did disregard 

some teacher-dictated procedures--for example, outlining--that 

did not prove fruitful for them. 

Only one videotape study--Pianko's--explores the nature 

of prewriting plans, and then just the rhetorical and content 

plans. Since she could not hear the prewriting activity of her 

seventeen students, Pianko interviewed them immediately after 

each composing session. According to these interviews, the 

seven skilled writers were more concerned about purpose (60% vs. 

30%) and about getting across their ideas to readers (70% vs. 

40%) than the unskilled group, whose chief focus was mechanics/ 

usage and word choice. As for the content of the 400-word 

essays, Pianko reports that "none of the students had a complete 
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conception of what they were going to write when they began 

writing" (p. 9). But more skilled (70%) than unskilled (40%) 

students said they had specific ideas ahead of time. 

Like the videotape studies, the direct-observation 

research relies upon interviewing to assess the nature of 

prewriting planning. The plans of Stallard's thirty twelfth 

graders were apparently very similar except in terms of rhetor

ical purpose. Stallard's follow-up interviews reveal that more 

of the skilled writers (90% vs. 50%) claimed to have had a dis

tinct purpose in mind before writing. Otherwise, both groups 

expressed little interest in identifying an audience or getting 

across ideas. (The low level of reader awareness is particular

ly surprising since the students were assigned a 300-word 

argumentative essay.) Virtually all of the students stated that 

they did not think about form, organization, or development 

prior to writing, and only 40% said they had specific ideas 

beforehand. The skilled students explained that they spent 

their prewriting time "choosing or limiting a topic and consid

ering the purpose of the paper" (p. 217). Like Pianko, Stallard 

provides little insight into the students' procedural planning. 

In comparison with Pianko's and Stallard's subjects, 

Selzer's engineer, Nelson, exhibited a far more developed set of 

rhetorical, content, and procedural plans. In the "real" world, 

the purpose (or purposes) for a proposal or report was automat

ically uppermost in Nelson's mind. To a large extent, audience 

analysis shaped the content, helping him generate new ideas and 

arrange material in an appealing order. As for procedures, 

Nelson tried out a variety of invention strategies: analyzing 

audience, reading outside material, consulting colleagues, 

brainstorming, and reviewing previously written documents. 

Curiously enough, while his invention strategies were extremely 

flexible, Nelson's composing process was fairly rigid. Once he 

began to write, he did not depart from his final plans. 

All in all, the research portrays skilled writers as 

people who depend more upon rhetorical plans than unskilled 

writers do. Moreover, their control of a larger repertoire 
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of specific and flexible procedural plans helps them more fully 

develop both rhetorical and content goals. However, in the 

experiments the rhetorical and procedural plans of the skilled 

writers were not as developed as those of the skilled profes

sionals. Perhaps this discrepancy is due in part to differences 

in experimental design. For example, the fact the Emig did not 

specify an audience in her assignments, while Flower and Hayes 

and Berkenkotter did, may have had a bearing on the rhetorical 

planning. If the audience had not been specified, would the 

professional writers have invented one? Or if Emig had speci

fied an audience, would her skilled students have taken the cue 

and increased their rhetorical planning? Obviously, researchers 

should compare the effects of specifying or not specifying the 

audience, noting when writers must invent and/or analyze their 

readers. In addition, as Berkenkotter's work (1981) suggests, 

researchers should take into account the mode of discourse. 

"Writers who wrote to persuade thought aloud about their audi

ence four times more often and in twice as many ways as those 

who narrated personal histories," Berkenkotter states. "Writers 

who opted to inform fell somewhere in the middle of the spec

trum" (p. 393). Thus, Pianko might have stimulated more audi

ence awareness on the part of her skilled students if she had 

assigned expository or argumentative tasks. 

However, the discrepancy between the skilled students and 

the professionals may stem from the students' chief writing 

context--the school. Most teachers "underconceptualize and over 

simplify the process of composing," Emig argues, making students 

more concerned about "the accidents rather than the essences of 

discourse" (pp. 93, 98). Such an image of composing must dis

tort the nature of planning. Certainly, the school writing 

situation limits the development of real-life rhetorical strat

egies. Since many teachers tend to either overemphasize lang

uage skills (at the expense of content) or examine writing for 

an accurate recital of what they have taught, students lack 

opportunities to "share information that they possess with 

others who need to be persuaded of its interest and importance" 
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(Applebee, 1982, p. 380). 

Teaching Implications 

The preceding studies show that virtually everyone does 

some prewriting planning, no matter how brief, because virtually 

everyone sets out to write with at least one procedural plan. 

Even the writer who begins writing his first draft as soon as he 

is given an assignment has already formulated a plan: "Write 

whatever comes to mind" (Flower & Hayes, "Plans," p. 57). On 

the other hand, it is equally evident that people do a lot of 

planning--perhaps more--after they start writing. How much time 

is spent planning beforehand will vary from person to person, 

but also from task to task for the~ person. Thus, Gebhardt 

(1982) speaks with the ring of truth when he says that "writing 

is--for some people, some times--an act controlled by prior 

thought, just as it is--for some people, some times--a process 

of discovery through the physical act of moving (a) pen or 

typewriter keys")p. 624). 

But where does this leave the composition teacher? 

First, recognizing the importance of initial plans and sponta

neous composition, the teacher should provide opportunities to 

draw upon both resources. While spontaneous composition re

quires revision time, initial planning calls for prewriting 

time. How much prewriting time is needed? Although research 

suggests that the amount of time spent planning does not matter 

as much as the quality of the planning, some students will need 

more time than others for some tasks. Since most of the sub

jects took up to four minutes to plan beforehand, the teacher 

should set aside at least a certain amount of time for 

prewriting. 

Second, since one method of planning (mental, oral, or 

written) does not appear to have a greater impact upon writing 

quality than another, the teacher of writing should encourage 

each student to try out a number of planning tools, such as 

jotting down notes, outlining, or talking. (If the teacher 

wishes to have an outline for his own benefit as a reader, he 

may request a reading outline prepared after writing.) 
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Probably, the teacher and the students will discover that 

certain planning tools are more convenient for certain tasks, 

for example, outlines for research papers. If equipped with a 

variety of tools, the students can learn to adjust their 

planning practices to their tasks. 

Finally, the composition teacher should introduce his 

students to _all three types of plans (rhetorical, content, and 

procedural). Traditionally, rhetorical planning has been 

ignored, yet it seems to be a distinguishing feature of skilled 

writing. Although the unskilled writer cannot necessarily adopt 

the techniques of the skilled writer, the teacher should try to 

develop his students' awareness of purpose, audience, and 

persona. As for content, the teacher should help students use 

rhetorical goals to generate content, and he should prevent 

them from prematurely stopping idea production because of 

worries about the text. Above all, the teacher must present a 

flexible model of the writing process, one that is not rule

bound and distorted, so that the students' planning can 

ultimately lead them to discovery. 
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########## 

"thin ice" 

by Jack Tyllia 

The early weeks of each new fall term in high school or 

college English classes -- particularly writing classes -- are 

an experience perhaps best described as "tentative." Certainly 

they are "tentative" for the high school or college freshman, 

the one who gets lost between washroom and classroom each day. 
And they are "tentative" for the "freshman" teacher, as well, 

the teacher who can't find the way yet to the faculty lounge. 

Indeed, the new English teachers are likely to be as 

"tentative" as they would be standing on thin ice: no security 

anywhere. One misstep and they'll drown, they figure, in the 

frozen fathoms of despair. 

Truly, what is needed in that first term is something for 

the new teacher to hang on to. That something should -lend a bit 

of support when both feet seem firmly planted on a single float

ing ice cube, and those icy waters look all too close. A life
line, I think might be just the ticket. A new teacher can craft 

one out of just a little knowledge. Highly portable, therefore, 

it's sure to help when even rescuers might fail. 

The first strand the new teacher can braid into a "life-
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line" is the knowledge that everything's OK, that even the ten

tativeness is "normal." It must be, for most experienced teach

ers report they walk on "thin ice" and need a "lifeline" during 

the first weeks of a term. For example, an experienced writing 

instructor at the University of Minnesota, Duluth, admits that 

beginning a new class is downright "scary" for her. She says, 

"Every time I go to teach a new class , I wonder how what I say 

is going to 'go down,' who will be in there, how I should take 

them. And that's scary. Every quarter in advanced comp., I 

feel almost at the mercy of the students. The first three or 

four sessions are very strenuous. If the students don't 'buy' 

the system, then I've got an unteachable class." Which really 

is scary. 

A fiction-writing instructor on the same faculty contrib

utes: "you walk in there, and you've been doing it for so long, 

you'd think you'd get over it (the nervousness), but you don't. 

Every time, you've got a new group of people looking at you in a 

different way. You wonder, 'what's he looking at?' 'what's she 
thinking?' 'why's she got that look on her face?' 

"The feeling's normal. • Isn't it?" 

So they wonder, and they worry a bit. Maybe some will 

smoke a few extra cigarettes before taking the long walk down 

the hall to teach that new class. Are they walking on thin ice? 

Never doubt it. 

Next to their own natural apprehension, probably the 

biggest reason instructors find those first few weeks of a term 
"t t t" II • h en a ive is tat the students feel as though they're on "thin 

ice," too . One misstep and they'll drown, the students figure. 
And they figure too that if they're going to make a misstep any-

here, it's going to be in "English class." Here, they're sure, 

is where all their most grievous faults will be on public dis

play - starried and cirkeled in read inck on each theem for all 

too sea. 

Small wonder then that I find most students "tentative," 

to say the least, about writing for an English teacher. Neman 

says, "For most people, writing seems almost an extension of 
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their person; criticize it and you criticize them; insult it and 

they hurt; ·tear it down and they are destroyed" ( 3-4). And· if 

"most people," as Neman claims, feel this way, students must 

believe they are on "thin ice" indeed. This knowledge can form 
another strand in a new teacher's "lifeline." It'll take some 

of the threat out of what often happens on the other side of 

that classroom door. 

What a new teacher usually notices first is the coooool 

inspection from some new class members. Taking in everything 

from "wing-tip" to hair-tip, those eyes miss nothing in slowly 

sizing a teacher up. The fiction-writing instructor at the 

University of Minnesota, Duluth, says he wonders what they're 

gazing at so intently. I don't. I know some of the inspectors 

are trying to do a "number" on me, and they will if I let them. 
So I go about introducing the course, and I let them look if 

they want to; it's a free country, after all. Above all I re

sist the temptation to check myself out. I can do that if my 

own inspection in the washroom just before class has assured me 

that my fly is not open and that my sweater-front doesn't bear 

the remains of the spaghetti I had for lunch. I need to make 

the inspection, though. And knowing that I need to make it is a 

small strand in my own "lifeline." 

Sizing-up passed over, what happens next is, to a great 

extent, up to the class. As a former freshman composition 

director at the University of Minnesota, Duluth, observes, it 

hinges on "what the collective attitude of the students is going 

to be." 

Because they are just developing their "writer-egos," 

many freshmen are very protective • . Predictably, some will 

resist to their last erg of energy participating in classwork. 

This means when one asks a question, it may fall on deaf ears. 

Or, getting a discussion moving may take as much work as pulling 

stumps by hand. It's not always like this, but it can be and 

sometimes is. The "collective attitude," for instance, may dic
tate that students will surround themselves with a wall of 

feigned indifference. In which case, a "good morning" may well 
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be met by an intonation of grunts -- or, worse yet, by nothing 

at all. The "collective attitude," too, may dictate that stu

dents will try to hide their tentativeness with a barrage of 

judgments aimed at the teacher. Thus a show of helpfulness may 

encounter barely disguised hostility, and a simple request that 

students take out their textbooks may trigger a chorus of 

catcalls. 

Ugh! This protectiveness can be a real pain in the semi

colon. And it can get worse. Students may, for example, pro

test that assignments are "too hard" when any one of them 

should be able to do the work with ease. Or they may complain 

that their instructor isn't presenting the material in a way 

which is "interesting enough" to "motivate" them. Still another 

common complaint is that students "just can't get 'it'" when 

'it' is material covered at least 15 times in class. 

These kinds of complaints can sound soooooo legitimate. 

Yet what's really going on is the old "shift-the-responsibility 

game," an activity much like "pin-the-tail-on-the-donkey." The 

object is to "pin" the responsibility for the students' unwill

ingness to risk learning something on the teacher. If "pinned," 

the instructor picks up a punctured ego and goes home -- never 

to return -- at the end of the term; meanwhile, the "winning" 

students never do have to confront their own fear. Who wants to 

grow up, anyway? 

Really, some students do, and so, fortunately, not all 

composition classes are like this. The "collective attitude" in 

most is pretty cooperative, in fact. Still, there will be ele

ments of the above in almost every class: a few students will 

groan at each assignment; s6me, with their disdainful gazes, 

will let the instructor know they don't think he's all that red

hot, and some, at least, will try shifting the responsibility. 

An experienced teacher will see through this behavior and know 

how to deal with it. 

The openly disruptive behavior needs to be confronted. 

No one would tolerate gross insults on the street, and no one 

needs to in a classroom either. A simple invitation to leave i i 
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enough for most students. As for the rest of the behavior, an 

experienced instructor will just go on teaching. After all, 

students do have a right to their own attitudes, and one can go 

only so far in putting knowledge in their paths. Besides, the 

experienced instructor knows that much of the "flak" flying 

around the classroom in those first few weeks of a term is "nor

mal." Thus, the defiant stares, the responsibility-shifting, 

the seeming indifference, and even the open hostility needn't be 

taken personally. Rather, they can be viewed as legitimate ele

ments of group process -- a natural part of the students' becom

ing a "class." This further affirmation that everything's 

"normal" can be another strand in the new teacher's "lifeline." 

As most "class-wise" instructors know, a bunch of stu

dents and a teacher don't "normally" become a cohesive unit on 

the first day of school. Rather, the jelling of a freshman 

English class is a process which takes some time. Psychologists 
who have studied group behavior have noted this jelling takes. 

place in discrete, ordered stages. Cory and Corey, for in

stance, in their Grou ps: Process and Practice, take note of the 

"initial," the "transition," and the "working" stages of group 

development (101-145). 

During the "initial" stage, say Corey and Corey, "consid

erable tentativeness and a lack of clarity" (101) are common 

while" ••• members are getting acquainted, learning how the 

group functions ••• and determining if [the] group is a safe 

place" (101). The "transition" phase which follows, note Corey 
and Corey, is one in which" ••• participants are torn between 

wanting to stay safe and wanting to risk getting involved" (121-

122). Groups in transition, say the authors, typically exhibit 
II anxiety, defensiveness, resistance, the struggle for 

control, intermember conflict, conflicts with or challenges to 

the leader. ." (121-122). 

This all happens before groups jell. What eventually 

comes out of all the turmoil, say Corey and Cory, is the "work

ing" stage of group process, a stage which is "characterized by 

the commitment of members to explore significant problems" 
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(145). This, the authors note, is made possible by "group co

hesion, which has resulted from members' willingness to be trans
.parent with one another" (145). 

Small wonder then that new teachers might notice a begin

ning tentativeness, followed by rising tension, in themselves 

and in their freshman English students. Their classses haven't 

jelled yet. When they do, the complexion of the group will 

change almost unbelievably. 

The change is more believable to experienced instructors 

because they've seen it before. Still they notice the same 

things the newer teachers do in the development of their 

classes. I, for instance, find that my classes follow the Corey 
and Corey model almost invari"ably. The f h process -- rom t e ten-
tative "initial" stage to the "worki"ng" h 11 p ase -- genera y takes 

about four weeks out of a 10-week quarter. And it is marked by 

two distinct turning points. 

The first of these occurs as students enter the "transi
tion" phase with the return of the1· r fi" rst essay assignment; the 

second roughly coincides with the deadline for the third essay. 
During the two weeks in between, the students "clam up," gener

ally avoiding any contact with me or even with each other. 
Assignments meet sullen 
is like pulling stumps. 

defiance. Generating class discussion 
Then it happens. Realizing that they 

still haven't revised the first two papers successfully and that 

the deadline is rapidly approaching for turning in the~r third, 

the students panic and begin seeking help; Once a few have sur

vived individual conferences with egos relatively intact, word 

spreads almost magically. The whole class -- myself included 

lightens up almost overnight. This signals the switch to the 

" k" " t · h" wor ing sage in w ich my composition classes virtually become 

"support groups" for those willing to improve their writing 

skills'. This, too, signals the beginning of "real" teaching and 
learning. 

I am not alone in my observations. A former freshman 

composition director -- an old hand in the classroom __ observes 

a bit matter-of-factly that student behavior is "somewhat pre-
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dictable." He observes, too, that "There is a stage you've got 

to get beyond for any 'real' learning to take place." His obser

vations are borne out by those of the University fiction-writing 

instructor who finds student behavior predictable as well. In a 
new class, he says, "Everything's kind of tentative until some-

body gets the idea that he needs to open up and ask some 

questions if he's going to learn anything." 

This same instructor likens group process to what happens 

to a football payer anticipating the "big game." He observes, 

"You're scared as hell until you get 'hit' for the first time; 

then you forget all about it." This is precisely what happens 

to the instructor entering the classroom for the first time. 

The first time is the hardest; it does get easier and more pre

dictable with experience. 
But this is not to imply that because group process is 

predictable one can simply take it as a matter of course, even 

after the first term, and "forget all about it. 11 On the con

trary, a teacher probably needs to continue experiencing the 

feelings that accompany each stage in order to be effective. In 

experiencing the discomforts along with the class, an instructor 

likely will find the tentativeness spurring creativity in class

room planning and the anxiety helping to produce a warm response 

to students who begin seeking help. 

Thus, the tentativeness and anxiety can be positive 
forces in the classroom -- a good thing for new teachers to know -

- for not only do these "discomforts" help a teacher teach, they 

help students discover a need to learn. 

Unless they get out of hand, of course. And that's what 

the "lifeline" is for. It provides some check on the instruc

tor's emotions. Quite simply, it reminds an instructor that 

everything's "normal." Despite the fact that the ice seems too 

thin to tread upon. 
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########## 

TEACHING COMPOSITION: A POSITION STATEMENT 

from College English, Volume 46, Number 6, October 1984 

The NCTE Commission on Composition has prepared and 

adopted this position paper to state essential principles in the 

teaching of writing. The statement has been cleared for 

publication by the Executive Committee of the NCTE. It is an 

expression of the views of the Commission on Composition and 

does not represent an official NCTE position statement. The 

members of the Commission hope that this statement will guide 

teachers; parents, and administrators in understanding the power 

of writing and in teaching it effectively. 

I. The Act of Writing 

Writing is a powerful instrument of thought. In the act 

of composing, writers learn about themselves and their world and 

communicate their insights to others. Writing confers the power 

to grow personally and to effect change in the world. 

The act of writing is accomplished through a process in 

which the writer imagines the audience, sets goals, develops 

ideas, produces notes, drafts and a revised text, and edits to 

meet the audience's expectations. As the process unfolds, the 

writer may turn to any one of these activities at an~ time. We 

can teach students to write more effectively by encouraging them. 

to make full use of the many activities that comprise the act of 

writing, not by focusing only on the final written product and 

its strengths and weaknesses • 

II. The Purposes for Writing 

In composing, the writer uses language to help an 

audience understand something the writer knows about the world . 

The specific purposes for writing vary widely, from discovering 
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· the writer's own feelings, to persuading others to a course of 

action, recreating experience imaginatively, reporting the 

results of observation, and more. 

Writing assignments should reflect this range of 

purposes. Student writers should have the opportunity to define 

and pursue writing aims that are important to them. Student 

writers should also have the opportunity to use writing as an 

instrument of thought and learning across the curriculum and in 

the world beyond school. 

III. The Scenes for Writing 
In the classroom where writing is especially valued, 

students should be guided through the writing process; encour

aged to write for themselves and for other students, as well as 

for the teacher; and urged to make use of writing as a mode of 

learning, as well as a means of reporting on what has been 

learned. The classroom where writing is especially valued 

should be a place where students -will develop the full range of 

their composing powers. This classroom can also be the scene 

for learning in many academic areas, not only English. 

Because frequent writing assignments and frequent indi

vidual attention from the teacher are essential to the writing 

classroom, writing classes should not be larger than twenty 

students. 

Teachers in all academic areas who have not been trained 

to teach writing may need help in transforming their classrooms 

into scenes for writing. The writing teacher should provide 

leadership in explaining the importance of this transformation 

and in supplying resources to help bring it about. 

IV. The Teachers of Writing 

Writing teachers should themselves be writers. Through 

experiencing the struggles and joys of writing, teachers learn 

that their students need guidance and support throughout the 

writing process, not merely comments on the written product. 

Furthermore, writing teachers who write know that effective 

comments do not focus on pointing out errors, but go on to the 

more productive task of encouraging revision, which will help 
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student writers to develop their ideas and to achieve greater 
clarity and honesty. 

· Writing teachers should be familiar with the current 

state of our knowledge aobut composition. They should know 

about the nature of the composing process; the relationship 

between reading and writing; the functions of writing in the 

world of work; the value of the classical rhetorical tradition; 

and more. Writing teachers should use this knowledge in their 

teaching, contribute to it in their scholarly activities, and 

participate in the professional organizations that are important 
sources of this knowledge. 

The knowledgeable writing teacher can more persuasively 

lead colleagues in other academic areas to increased attention 

to writing in their classes. The knowledgeable teacher can also 

work more effectively with parents and administrators to promote 
good writing instruction. 

V. The Means of Writing Instruction 

Students learn to write by writing. Guidance in the 

writing process and discussion of the students' own work should 

be the central mearis of writing instruction. Students should be 

encouraged to comment on each other's writing, as well as re

ceiving frequent , prompt, individualized attention from the teach
er. Reading what others have written, speaking about one's 

responses to their writing, and listening to the responses of 

others are important activities in the writing classroom. Text

books and other instructional resources should be of secondary 
importance. 

The evaluation of students' progress in writing should 

begin with the students' own written work. Writing ability 

cannot be adequately assessed by tests and other formal evalua

tion alone. Students should be given the opportunity to demon

strate their writing ability in work aimed at various purposes. 
Students should also be encouraged to develop the critical abil-

ity to evaluate their own work, so that they can become effec

tive, independent writers in the world beyond school. 
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• EDITORIAL POLICY: MINNESOTA ENGLISH JOORNAL 

Minnesota English Journal is an official organ of the 

... Minnesota Council of Teachers of English. It ordinarily appears 

two times a year, Fall and Winter/Spring. Mi nnesota English 

Journal publishes articles of general interest to its membership, 

teachers K through college, Particularly sought are manuscripts 

which show how pedagogy implements theory and which describe or 

discuss current and real problems faced by some segment of the 

teaching profession in English in Minnesota, Manuscripts from 

Minnesota teachers are preferred. The Journal is distributed 

free-of-charge to the membership, Individual issues can be 

ordered. for $2.50 per issue. 

Manuscripts should be submitted to the editor. Please use 

an approved style sheet, either APA or MLA, Footnotes should be 

included in the text if possible. Manuscripts should be 7-18 

• pages, typed double-spaced. 

The editor prefers manuscripts that exploit the theme 

chosen for the given issue. Themes for the coming yea:r will 

appear in the Winter/Spring issue of the preceding year and be 

posted at the MCTE booth during the annual Spring convention, 

Prospective contributors may write the editor to request a state

ment of themes for the year. Enclose stamped., self-addressed. 

envelope for reply, 

The editor will make every effort to acknowledge receipt of 

a manuscript within two (2) weeks and to inform the contributor 

of its acceptance or rejection within 6o days. Include ·nth the 

manuscript a stamped, self-addressed. envelope. 

The editor reserves the right to accept or reject a manu

script. The editor may return a manuscript to request its 

revision, The editor may make minor changes in the manuscript 

w1 thout consul ting the contributor. 
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